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INTRODUCTION 

The Blue Ridge Parkway is a scenic mountain roadway which penetrates 

470 miles through the heart of the Blue Ridge mountains in Virginia and 

North Carolina. Administered by the National Park Service since con-

struction began in the late 1930's, the parkway has become a significant 

national attraction and has been recognized worldwide as an example of 

wise land:use planning (Liles, 1977). Indeed, in 1976 the Blue Ridge 

Parkway with approximately 16.2 million visits was the most heavily 

visited unit within the National Park system. Of this incredible amount 

of use, however, almost half of the visits were from residents of 

Virginia and North Carolina (Tingle, 1977). Thus, the importance of the 

Parkway as a regional park is·evident. 

Due to regional population growth combined with increasing leisure 

time and disposable income (Blue Ridge Parkway, 1976), the use of the 

Blue Ridge Parkway by the local populatioJ! seems likely to increase. 

This once sparsely populated region is experiencing rapid growth in 

second home developments, particularly in the western North Carolina 

area. Also, existing com1mmities along the Parkway continue to expand 

I/Local or adjacent population, for the purposes of this research, 
is defined as all people living in a county lying adjacent to the Blue 
Ridge Parkway or within the city of Lynchburg. The area included a 
total of 29 counties in Virginia and North Carolina. This definition 
was deemed appropriate for capturing the population having immediate 
parkway access and also simplified sampling procedures. 

1 
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as improved transportation facilities attract additional industry and 

tourism. Two major urban areas, Roanoke, Virginia and Asheville, North 

Carolina, border the Parkway itself and influence visitation considerably. 

These factors combined with the possibility of future gas shortages and 

thusrestricted·travel patterns by the public indicate the emerging value 

of the Blue Ridge Parkway as a regional or even ''local" park. 

Recognition of the regional value of large federal recreation areas 

such as .the Blue Ridge Parkway is not limited to the Parkway alone. In 

the past ten years the philosophy of bringing parks to the people has 

emerged within several federal agencies such as the National Park Service 

and within large segments of the public sector(Seiberling, 1974). ·This 

change in thinking is largely a result of dissatisfaction with past 

criteria used for park and wi.lderness selection which emphasized only 

the national significance· or wilderness qualities of the site.· The 

result showed. over two thirds of America's recreation ar'eas in the 

western part. of the colllltry where less than one third of th.~ population 

lives (National Parks and Conservation Magazine, 1974). The new emerging 

philosophy is evidEmced .by p~sage of the Eastern Wilderness Act in 1974 

· and establishment of the Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation area and 

the Gateway parks, both of which.are located near large urban areas. 

Upon establishment of the National Park Service in 1916 several 

objectives were fonnulated which included, among others, that the Park 

Service shall be a "people serving agency" and provide for the highest 

quality use and enjoyment of the park system (National Park Service, 

1972). TI1us as a llllit of the National Park system, the Blue Ridge 
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Parkway can hardly ignore area residents who comprise a substantial and 

increasing proportion of the visiting public. Blue Ridge Parkway 

managers need to incorporate information regarding the local user into 

the Parkway management and planning frameworkin order to achieve the 

maximum recreational value of this large resource. This need will 

become especially critical as the voltDTie of local use increases. 

In Coordinated Guidelines for Recreation Use in the Great Smokies 

Region, the planners note that "the. key to efficient allocation of 

recreation. resources is lmowledge of the ammm.ts and types of demand 
. . 

that will be placed on those resources, both today and in the future" 

(Great Smokies Regional Planning Team, 1975). Without this demand 
' 

information, recreation managers and planners will be unable to 

adequately assess the extent of future resource management problems 

and recreation needs. Questions concerning what facilities and activ-

ities to provide and when and where to provide them will be hard to 

answer. Substituting management intuition for hard data on user demands 

and preferences is likely a poor alternative. Many studies (Lucas, 

1964; Peterson, 1971, 1974) indicate the real possibility of disparity 

between management intuition and user preferences. 

To date, no clear demand information is available concerning the 

amount and type of Blue Ridge Parkway use made by the adjacent residents. 

Specifically, no information is available on the seasonal variationof 

local use, areas and facilities used, or the actual proportion of the 

local population using the parkway. Past research·on the Blue Ridge 

Parkway includes only two studies (Tingle, 1977; Wilbur Smith and 
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Associates, 1974) 2/ which because of their diStinct objectives, fail to 

provide the necessary data. Other res.:ldent user studies such as the . 

one conducted for the Great Smokey Mountains National Park (Great . 
' ' ' . . . . . 

Smoki~s Regional PlanningTerun; 1975) .are not applicable to.the Patkway 

becau5e of the Parkway'·s unique linear character and its diverse resource 

offerings .. 

The value ofinfor.ma.tion on specific user groups such·as local users 

has been recognized for some time (Hendee, 1969; Shafer, 1969). Shafer 

(1969)' in his study ()f campground use, iden1:ified several distinct user 

groups who had different preferences and camping habits. Thus, there is 

no such person as 'the av~·I'.age user and·'management· should not' try' to 

focus on this image. Obviously, the Parkway cannot meet all the needs 

of .all' the people. ' ~o~e~er' by' und:rstallding th.e relationsli~.'ps between 

the Parkway -and specifk .user groups, ·Parkway managers and planners will 

be better-able to provid~tJle aJ>propriate~hlend of recreation opportu-

nities which best serve the varied people using this resource. 

A major value of the detailed tlemand infonnation needed on local 

users is in its application towards the development of mathematical 

models to both predict and valuate recreation use. Past predictive 

models which frequently just extended. past use trends into the future 

Z/Tingle's.study (1977) concentrated on characteristics and motiva-
tions of the _general parkway user. Although many of the visitors con.., 
tacted were area residents, their numbers were still insufficient for 
proper <;la.ta analysis and few questions were asked which concerned the 
many aspects of local use. Wilbur Smith and Associates (1974} con-
ducted an access impact study of only a 10 mile section of the parkway. 
The study did not focus upon lpcal visitor use and its narrow design 
makegeneralizations inappropriate. 
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were insensitive to the factors affecting demand (Buhyoff and Leuschner, 

. 1978} and'could not be used to assess the econom~c value of that use. 

However, with the proper combination of variables describing use patterns, 

user chara.cter,istics, and site characteristics, it will be poss.ible to 

reliably predict.both the extent and value of local parkway use in the 

years to come. The need to valuate recreation areas becomes critically 

important as the competition for federal funds and scarce resources 

increases. In th~ past it was easy for opponents to discount the value 

of public recreation since zero or small user fees made it difficult to 

detennine a tangible price for these recreation sites. 

Thus, with shifting emphasis towards the regional park concept and 

the need to allocate recreation resources more efficiently, the specific 

objectives of this research are to: 

1) doctunent the characteristics and intensity of local use on .the 

Blue Ridge Parkway and 

2) combine important user and site characteristics affecting 

local Parkway demand into a mathematical model which can be 

used to both predict and valuate local use. 



LITERA'TIJRE REVIEW 

Demand Modeling 

Outdoor recreation participation has been on the.increase for 

several decades and there are.no ·signs of a. change· in.this general 

·growth pat~ern. As a result, agencies at all levels of government have 

been ~xpendingmuch time' mo~ey, ~d effort to satisfy.this increasing 

demand. With this time. and effort has come the realization of the · 

.· importanc~ of recrea.tion ·demand models (Van Liei; 1977) . The vast 
. - -~ . ' . . . . . 

amount of research literature whichhas already accumulated on demand 

models is further ~vid~nce of :the importance of these models (O'Rourke, 
. . . . ' ;, . ' . . -.~ 

·· .1974; Cesario and· Knetsch, 1976). 
' . . 

Various techniques and models have been developed for predicting 

the levels of use that a recreation site might receive. Some methods 

include merely extending .the past use trends into the future and others 
. . . 

·.may base predictions solely on the characteristics of the population 

(Buhyoff and LeUSchner, 1978). In the past decade or so, however, much . . . 

research has been devoted towards developing predictive models known 

gener~11y·as gravity potential or gravity models. These models, con-

sidered some of the most effective demand models thus far, take into 
. . .· : . .·· .. 

account a whole system of recreation sites and can incorporate many of 
. ' . . 

.. . ·. .· . . . . . ·_ 

the important variables ·affecting recreation demand .. (Cesario, .· 197 3) . 
. . - . . 

Although gravity models wereused·to describe huinan interaction 

as early as the 1850's and more connnonly in the early 1900's .(Lukertnann 

6 
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and Porter, 1960), their occurrance in recreation demand studies is 

relatively recent. The original recreation gravity potential model put 

forth by Van Doren in 1967 (Van Lier, 1977) was used to predict use of 

·Michigan state parks. The basic model was of the form: 

v .. 
1] 

N A./DCJ:. = . J 1] 
1 -..,M~-......__ 

r.A /D°: m im 
m=l 

where: V .. = number of visits from population i to site j 
1] 

N. = number of recreation trips/unit time from population 
1 

center i 

A. =measure of attractiveness of park j 
J 

D .. = distance between population center i and site j 
1] 

a = elasticity of visits with respect to distance 

m= refers to the mth park 

M= represents the total number of parks in the recreation 

system 

In simple tenns, the above model predicts the distribution of 

recreation trips among.various. similar recreation sites. The number 

of visits "pulled" to each site depends on the attractiveness of that 

site and its distance from the visitor's origin relative to other sites. 

Note that the m.nnber of visits to .a park is inversely related to 

distance. This relationship with distance is lalown as a gravity 

variable, a term borrowed from the realm of physics. The gravity variable 

has consistently been shown to.be the key variable in predicting rec-
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reation use in many models (Crevo, 1963; Mansfield, 1969; Cheung, 

1972; McAllister and Klett, 1976). 

The above ''pure" form of the gravity potential model is rarely 

seen today. Since the initial introduction of this rather simplified 

gravity potential model, many new versions have been fonnulated and 

used (Cheung, 1972; Freund and Wilson, 1974; Cesario and Knetsch, 

1976; Knetsch, Brown and Hansen, 1976; McAllister and Klett, 1976). 

The modern models.are frequently presented in regression form and may 

contain many more variables than Van Daren's Model. The binding factor 

linking all of these models, though; is their inclusion of the basic 

gravity variable (D .. ) and the population (N.} variable (Buhyoff and 1J . . . 1 . . 

Leuschner, 1978). Deacon, Pigman, and Deen (1972) present a. list of 

the multitude of other variables concerning site characteristics, user 
. . 

characteristics, and locational factors which have been included in 

these models. New versions have come about largely as an attempt to 

more adequately measure the basic variables of the gravity potential 

model. 

Problems arise concerning Van Daren's model when each of its 

variables is analyzed. The original distance variable of the model 

failed to distinguish between a visitor's travel costs and time costs. 

Either of these costs can change independently of ·the other and thus 

can change the visitation level of the park. Both costs have a negative 

influence. on recreation demand. By lumping.these costs together into 

the distance variable the model might yield severely biased.estimates. 

Most recent gravity models (Cesario and Knetsch, 1976; Knetsch, Brown 

and Hansen, 1976) separate the distance variable (D .. ) into two com-
1J 
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ponents, the travel cost variable and tinle cost variable. However, 

the value of time relative to travel costs is still a subject of debate. 

Transportation planning literature seems to indicate that a value of 

one fourth to one half the wage rate is an appropriate value for travel 

time (Cesario and Knetsch, 1976). 

The Ni variable of Van Doren's model is a variable which has been 

expanded upon greatly over recent years. The original use of this teTI!l 

assumed that a given number of trips occurred at each population center 

without allowing.for changes. Of course, if socioeconomic factors such 

as income and education change, then it is reasonable to expect a change 

in the number of trips generated at a population center. Also, an 

increase in N. (total number of trips) could be expected if a new 1 . 

recreation site was developed near the population or if the quality of 

any of the sites were· improved. Thus, in ord.er to capture changes in 

what Cesario (1975) calls emissiveness and Cesario and Knetsch (1976) 

call trip generation, the Ni component appears as arrn.ich more complex 

variable in more recent models. 

Despite this realization that the Ni variable should be sensitive 

to changing conditions, no clear cut foTI!lS have yet been developed to 

accmmt for these variations. Budget constraints, availability of data, 

and some subjective feelings frequently deteTilline which factors will be 

used to explain the number of trips generated from a population center. 

To tmderstand how the original gravity potential model has evolved, 

consider the model used by Cesario and Knetsch (1976) to predict the 

level of use at Pennsylvania state parks. The foTill of the model was: 



· where: 

10 . 

m 
v. . = 9X. Y . exp (B c .. ) . ( L: Yk exp (B c .. ) ) a. 

1] 1 J . 1] k=l . 1] 

v .. = number of trips/unit time from population i to site j 
1] 

Xi = characteristics of the population center such as income 

and population size 

Y. = attractiveness of park j 
J 

c .. = the cost of travel from i to j (this includes road milage, 
~ . I 

travel time, and site fees) 

G, a., Bare coefficients 

k = refers to the kth park 

m = represents the total number of parks in the recreation 

system 

Theabove model can be mathematically changep. to the equivalent form: 

v ij = [ 9Xi cJ/k exp(B~ik)) (a+l)] 

~ 
1 

Y. exp(Bc .. ) J 1] 
m 
L: yk· exp(Bc. Q 

k=l 1 
~ 

K. 
1 

Now the model ·appears similar to Van Doren' s model. The terms within 

the first brackets represent the N. variable. of Van Daren's model. 1 . 

However, in this case the number of trips generated from a population 

center is dependent upon site quality and accessibility (the K. term). 
l 

Also, the origin characteristics can be included in the X. term. In 
. . 1 

their actual application, though, the X. term represented merely the 
1 

population size and did not inc:lude income or other factors. The terms 

within the second set of brackets in this model are equivalent to the 
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.;· : . __ :.: ~.- . 

last p~rt of Van Doren' s model. This i~ .. referred to as the trip 
. . . . . . . 

distribution eqUa.tion> Here, the probability of visiting park j is 

established by using a composite value, called accessibility, of ·the 

park's attractiveness and trip cost to .that park and dividing by the 

sum of the accessibility of all parks. The trip cost variable (cij) 

replaced the Dij of Van Doren's model. This new variable included two 

terms, one for travel costs and one for time costs. 

McAllister and Klett (1975) developed a s:imilar expan5ion of Van 

Doren' s model in an attempt to predict ski trips in California.. How-
. . . 

ever, for the trip generating (Ni variable} portion of the model they 

included income, age, and level of urbanization as factors. On the 

other hand, they did not consider time costs and travel costs as 
. . 

separate variables. This model and the Cesario and Knetsch model both 

fail ·to consider the effects of c~owding on travel patterns .. It appears 

that congestion is a problem that still nrust be resolved in model con-

struction. 

The attractiveness variable of the gravity potential model is 
. . 

included. as an attempt to differentiate recreation sites according to · 

their appeal to the potential recreationist. MOre attractive sites . 

should draw more visits than other sites at equal distances from the 

population~ Unfortunately, ''attractiveness" is riot somethiilg that can 

be directly measured. Usually some proxy or combination of proxies is · 

used to detennine the relative attractiveness of a site. 

A common method used to determine the attractiveness of a park has 
. . : . F 

been to measure physical factors objectively .. Knetsch, Brown, and 

Hansen· (1976) used size of reservoirs in acres as an index of attrac-
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tiveness to predict use of reservoirs in California and McAllister and 

Klett (1976) used a combination of maximum altitude, minimum altitude, 

and uphill carry capacity of ski lifts to predict use of ski facilities 

in California. Others have used physical factors for attractiveness 

but have qualitatively ranked these factors. ·For instance, Cesario and 

Knetsch (1976) used a team of researchers to subjectively rate the 

quality of facilities of Pennsylvania state parks as part of their index 

of attractiveness. 

Usually the factors used for the index of attractiveness are fotmd 

by first measuring numerous different characteristics of the recreation 

sites and then through statistical regression analysis, determine the 

best predictors of site.use. Freund and Wilson (1974) used this proce-

dure to determine which of over 40 attractiveness variables would best 

predict freshwater fishing trips in Texas. The final equation with 8 

·attraction variables included growing season, number of campsites, and 

milage of ocean frontage among others. Van Doren (Cheung, 1972) 

measured some 55 variables concerning camping attractiveness in Michigan 

state parks and then factor analyzed these to determine the key factors 

· of importance. This procedure was complex however and no other · similar 
. . . ' . . 

attempts at using factor analysis seem to have been done. 

Cesario (1975} has suggested use qf .the Automatic Interaction 
- :· . . 

Detector Technique (AID) to detennine the best explanatory variables of 

attractiveness. This technique is statistically more powerful3/ than 

'YThe specific advantages of the AID method are discussed by Sonquist 
and Morgan (1964) . Basically, the AID technique is free from many of the 

· major and often violated assumptions surrounding regression analysis. 
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regression analysis and can handle more. complicated problems concerning 

numerous variables where many of these variables interact witl;i each 

other. Essentially, the AID program identifies those variables which 

are most important in explaining the variance between use of different 

recreation sites. The programdevelopes a type of "tree" where each· 

successive branch indicates the next most important explanatory variable. 

As used by Cesario, a figure of relative attractiveness of any rec-

reation site in a study can be read directly from the AID classification 

tree. One merely has to measure the relevant variables (i.e., relevant 

as determined by the AID analysis) of a recreation site and locate where 

these values fall within the classification tree. Bothobjective and 

qualitative physical factors can be analyzed simultaneously. Cesario' s 

own applica~ion of the AID program supports the use of quantitative 

"measures such as the size of a park or m.unber of campsites. 

In earlier years Cesario (1969) developed an attractiveness index 

based on distance decay curves which did not depend on any site charac:-

teristic measures. . He proposed developing· curves for each park con-

sidered in the model which related visits per capita to distance 

(Figure 1). The relative attractiveness of a park was> found by comparing 

·how many people visited different parks at a given distance. The average 

distance between the cunres determined how attractive one parkwas 

relative to another. Aside from Cesario's own discussion of this 

method in 1969 no other references were .found which used this method. 

Another procedure for assessing attractiveness was used by Chellllg 

(1972) to predict demarrd for various parks in the province of 
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FIGURE 1 

Saskatchewan in Canada .. The attractiveness factor of a park depended 

on the popularity of selected day-use activities and.the quality and 

quantity of the facilities associated with these activities. Popularity 

ratings were derived from a past national survey which assessed the 

participation rates of 26 outdoor recreation activities. The relative 

popularity of .all activities was established by dividing the percentage 

of participation of each activity by some conunon participation rate 

percentage. For example, the 32 percent participation rate for swimµling 

was divided (as were all other activity participation rates) by the 29 

percent particip~tion rate of hiking to obtain a relative value of 1.10. 

Then, all the popularity ratings for activities at a park were summed 

to obtain a total popularity value for that park~ Also, the facilities 

associated with each activity were analyzed. The relative importance 
··.··> ,. . . 

of facilities was detennined by first finding the resultant correlation 

coefficients.when.day-use of all parks was correlated with each facility. 

Each coefficient -was then divided by a·. common coefficient of some 

facility to obtain·.a relative value. To. differentiate facilities by 

quality and quantity, numerica'i rankings were assigned. The rank value 
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. for quality was a subjective assessment. As a.Ii example, facilities 
... ·. · ... 

associate~ .With sW:Unmiµg, irf the· study -Were ba. thing beach, water quality., 
. . . . ·.~. . . . ... 

and number of showers. · Tue bathing beach facility correlated . 58 with 

day-use. Its relative importance rating was 1.88 after dividing by the 

.31 coefficient of boat ramp, the connnon denominator used. The quality 

of the bathing beach. was ranked as fair or good . and then. a rank il.Ulllber 

was assi~ed. Thus, the final attractiveness value of a parkwas a 

combination of the values of all of its activities and their facilities. 

This attractiveness index is unusual in that physical measurements such 

as the length of beach.played a minor role in.its fonnulation. 

The above methods of valuing attractiveness seem to emphasize two 

approaches: (1) using physical properties of the site and (2) relying 

on ·the recreationistrs perception of the site. The value of either 

·approach depends on its predictive success. Use of physical factors 

is criticized because of its lack of face validity. Alternatively; 

methods dealing with. recreationist perception, sucJ?. as assessing quality, 

seem to be plagued by subjectivity. Further, in most cases, the quality 

·of a recreation site is relative to the group perceiving it a.Ifd will 

vary across users (Van Lier, 1977). Research concerning· perception is 

attempting to identify the components which determine attractiveness 

but as yet, no clear·cut methods ·of measuring perception have been 

found which can be broadly applied. As an example, landscape preference 

research is attempting to detennine the elements of~ landscape which 

increase its aesthetic appeal (Daiiiel.and Boster, 1976). Hopefully, 

this research can yield an objective means of detennining a realistic 

value of attractiveness. 
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Valuation Procedure 

The procedure for using the gravity model to valuate recreation 

sites is fairly straightforward and has already been described extensively 

by several authors (Clawson and Knetsch, 1966; Dwyer, Kelly and Bowes, 

1977; Buhyoff and Leuschner, 1978). Generally called the travel cost 

method, the procedure was originally suggested by Hotelling in 1949 

(Dwyer, Kelly and Bowes~ 1977). The method uses travel costs as a 

surrogate for price and then estimates a demand function for a site. 

Since most public recreation areas are free of charge, it is assumed 

that the major costs of using such a site are the travel costs and 

users will thus react to a change in travel costs as' they would to a 

change in user fees. By artificially manipulating the travel cost 

variable (i.e., distance) in a gravity model, a demand curve for the 

site is detennined from which an estimated site value is derived. 

Previous criticisms of the travel cost method concerned the validity 

of equating increased travel cost with user fees {Clawson and Knetsch, 

1966). Many of these criticisms as discussed by Dwyer, Kelly, and Bowes 

(1977) have been overcome in newermodels by inclusion pf variables 

discussed previously such as both money and time costs and the effects 
. . 

of substitute oralternativerecreat:i.on sites. 

Conditions for using Gravity Models 

The gravity model and its related forms are effective demand models· 

because both use prediction and site valuation can be done simultaneously. 

But, the success of the models depends on their proper use. Dwyer, 
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Kelly and Bowes (1977) present a list of conditions which favor use 

of gravity models. Generally, the system of parks being evaluated in 

. a region should be relatively homogeneous, travel costs .(i.e., distance) 

should vary sufficiently between users to estimate changes in demand, 

and travel costs should be mainly due to visits to the individual park 

in question (i.e., the park. should be a primary destination) . The 

authors note that the models are particularly useful for rural sites 

where the visitors come from a local market area. Other researchers 

(Lukennann and Porter, 1960; Freund and Wilson,. 1974) emphasize the 

importance of distinguishing between trips of different lengths (i.e., 

day trips vs. weekend trips, etc.}. Different prediction models should 

be formulated for different trip lengths. 

A final point to remember in developing recreation demand models 

is the purpose for their development. In recent years, many complex 

and sophisticated models have been developed which thoroughly control 

for all influences on recreation demand. But, as Matthias and Greco 

(1968) and Wennergren and Nielson (1970) note, too much complexity 

can make application of the model imprac~ical while being only slightly 

more accurate than simpler models. Thus, accuracy in most cases must 

be balanced against reasonable data requirements. 



MEIBOOOLOGY 

Study Area 

The.B1ue Ridge Parkway is a National Recreation Area and also a 

unit of the National Park system. From its northern terminus at the 

south entrance of Shenandoah National Park in Virginia, the Parkway 

generally runs in a southwesterly direction for 469 miles, ending at 

the Great Smokey Mountains National Park in North Carolina (Figure 1). 

The Parkway follows the high ridges of the Blue Ridge mountains which 

also form the boundaries for 29 counties. Thus, a string of counties of 

fairly uniform width lines either side of the Parkway through both 

Virginia and North Carolina. 

For the purposes of this study, the residents of the 29 adjacent 

Parkway counties and adjacent incorporated cities like Roanoke and 

Asheville plus the city of Lynchburg, Virginia were considered the local 

population under strn;iy. The residents of these 12 Virginia and 17 North 

Carolina counties are no more than about SO miles from a Parkway entrance 

point and, therefore, have irmnediate access to this substantial recre-

ation area. Lynchburg, Virginia was included because, although it does 

not border the Parkway it is sandwiched between two counties which are 

adjacent to the Parkway. Also, because the coverage of the telephone 

directories (see sampling, p. 20) did not conform exactly to the county 

boundaries, about one half of the land area of Macon county in North 

Carolina was included in the study area. This included about two thirds 

18 
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of the Macon county population~ Although Macon comty is not adjacent 

to the Parkway, the area included in the study is consistent with the 
' . 

other counties· in tenns of its general location.' (Le. , within 50 miles 

o.f the Parkway). Table 1 presents a list of the cotinties inclu4ed· in 

the study. 

SaJ!IPling _, . ~ ·~· ' .. "- ' 

Because of convenience and cost constrain~s, the sample population 

was . selected from rec:ent .. Jelephone _directories. °Which cover the. StUdy , ' 

area. There. ~re certain disad~t~ges''of this method, however .. One 

disadvantage is the _possib;ility -of bias·· since ·about 8 p~rcent of the 
' -

. U.S. population do not have phones (Survey Research Center-, 1975). 

Therefore,. specific groups who tend.not to have phones such as the poor, 

minority groups~ and those who live alone may be underrepresented. This 

disadvantage -is not i;:onsidered a major problem, however, since the. 

research focuses primarily upon present and future use, and those with-

out phones are probably less . apt to use the Parkway. Also, the impact 

of unlisted numbers on the sample is unknown. The assumption was made 

that a random portion of the population have unlisted numbers .. Finally, 

a segment of the population was missed ciue to inadequate or outdated 

addresses (e.g., such as when people move). Any such occurrences were 

assumed to be random. 

A proportional stratified sampling scheme was used to draw the 

1200 names and addresses from the telephone directories. Specifically, 

the procedure was as follows: 
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TABLE 1 

Counties Included Within the Study Area 

Counties* 

North Carolina 

Swain 
Macon** 
Jackson 
Haywood 
Transylvania 
Henderson 
Buncombe 
Yancey 
McDowell 
Mitchell 
Burke 
Avery 
Caldwell 
Watauga 
·Ashe 
Wilkes 
Alleghany 
Surry 

Virginia 

Grayson 
Carroll 
Patrick 
Floyd 
Franklin 
Botetourt 
Bedford 
.Amherst 
Rockbridge 
Nelson 
Augusta 
Roanoke 

*/All cites, whether incorporated or not, which were located within 
the outer boundaries of the above counties, were included in the study 
area. Also Lynchburg, Virginia which borders both Bedford County and 
.Amherst County was included. 

**! - Only the eastern half of Macon County which lies closest to the 
Parkway was included within the study area. 
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1) The population was stratified into 28 sections corresponding 

·. to the 28 telephone directories. 

2) From the estimated total population of 440,000 listings, 1200 

samples were drawn using a detennined .random method. The method 

involved using random numbers tables to select a random page 

number, column number, and listing within a column of a given 

telephone direct9ry. 

3) The portion of the 1200 samples coming from each of the 28 

directories. was based on the percentage which eath book forms 

of the total population. 

· 4) Any c01i1mercial. numbers .. chosen were excluded and new listings 

were selected in place of these. Also, within any directory, 

if a chosen listing fell out~ide of: the statEid study area then 

that listing was excluded. 

After this selection procedure,.2.00 nanie~·were'systematically,chosen 
. . . 

from the 1200 for use in the pretest phase. The remaining 1000 samples 

constituted the actual.sample ·for the study. 

The above sampling scheme resulted in 54. 3 percent of. the samples 

being drawn from the.relevant cotm.ties within North Carolina. Reference 

to 197.0 Census data (Bureau of the Census, 1972) indicated that 54.0 

percent of the samples should have come from these North Carolina 

cotm.ties. Thus, it appears that use of the telephone directories 

provided an accurate reflection of the true population distribution. 

Sunrey .Instrument 

A self-administered mail-back questionnaire (Appendix F}was the 
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instrument used to collect the needed data. The questionnaire design 

included the following variables: 

1) Local use patterns - A major part of the questionnaire concern.ed 

how much the Blue Ridge Parkway was used by local residents in. 

1978 and what sections (see modeling procedures, p. 32) were 

used. 

2) Attractiveness variables - A section of questions was developed 

to indicate the relevant site characteristics influencing Park-

way visitation. 

3) Non-users - Since a substantial part of the sample consisted of 

people who did not use the Parkway in 1978, a section was 

developed to try to understand this lack of use. Also, this 

section was included as an effort to increase the response rate 

from non~users. 

4) Comparison data - Several questions similar to those used by 

Tingle in his study (1977) were included. 

S) Socio-economic data - Various background infonnation questions 

were asked since other studies have shown that some -- such as 

income -- are important predictors of park use. Also, these 

questions yield a clearer picture of the sample population and 

lay c-the groundwork for future studies. 

Survey Procedures 

Two hundred local residents were mailed a questionnaire during 

September, 1978 as part of a pretest. The pretest was done to detect 

any unforeseen problems with the questionnaire such as ambiguous questions 
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or improper wording. Based on the returned questionnaires, final 

revisions were made. 

Major use of the Blue Ridge Parkway during the year occurs between 

April 1 and October 31. Thus, the questionnaires, which ask numerous 

detailed questions concerning the April-October, 1978 season of use, were 

mailed out at the beginning of November, 1978. Each mailing envelope 

contained (1) a questionnaire, (2) a Blue Ridge Parkway map divided into 

sections as described below, (3) a return postage-paid envelope, and (4) 

a cover letter emphasizing the importance of the study. To reduce 

mailing costs, all out-going mail was sent by bulk mail and the return 

envelopes were printed with a business reply pennit. 

Follow-up techniques were used to increase the response rate 

(Dillman, et al. , 197 4) . Therefore, all 1000 people were sent a 

reminder post card one week after the initial mailing. Those not 

responding two weeks after the post card was sent were then sent a 

complete new questionnaire packet containing a different and more 

forceful cover letter. The firialmailing to non-respondents was made 

another two weeks later and contained an even more emphatic letter. 

All mailings were completed by early January 1979. 

Copies of the questionnaire, Parkway map, and all cover letters used 

are presented in appendices F .. through I. 

Response 

For the mail-back questionnaire an estimated response rate of about 

47 percent was attained. This figure excludes from the calculations the 

portion of the sample thought not to have received the questionnaire 
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even though it was mailed to them. Questionnaires were mailed to 1002 

people and of these, 322 responded. However, of the original 1002 

people in the sample only an estimated 680 people actually received the 

questionnaire. Two hundred forty-nine questionnaires were returned by 

the post office for reasons which included (1) addressee move, (2) 

unknown address, (3} incomplete address, and (4) addressee deceased. 

The remaining 73 people thought not to have received the questionnaire 

was an estimated figure based on the results of the telephone survey 

(see telephone follow-up procedures, p. 26). The assumption was made 

that the telephone numbers which were disconnected or out-of-service 

(17 percent or 9 of 53) represented another portion of the total sample 

of 1002 which did not receive the questionnaire. The estimated response 

rate is considered reasonable if not conservative since nine of the 

people actually interviewed by telephone also indicated that they had 

never received the questionnaire~ A point to note is that because of 

outdated and incomplete addresses, telephone directories appear to be 

an extremely inefficient means of sampling the population within the 

study area in question. 

All 322 returned questionnaires had usable information although 

many, approximately 20 percent, had at least one question which was 

improperly answered. No particular problems were created, however. 

Blank or improperly answered questions were simply excluded from the 

analysis of that question. 

The telephone follow-up survey was highly successful with only 2 

of 55 possible calls remaining incomplete after three tries .. Nine 

telephone numbers were disconnected or out-of-service, but these were 
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considered completed calls for the purposes of the survey (i.e., the 

needed informationwas obtained). Of 44 people contacted, no one 

refused to be interviewed. 

Telephone Follow-up Procedures 

Due to the relatively large non-response to the ql.l:estionnaire 
.. - ..... . '· -

(see response, p. 24), a telephone follow-up survey o:f a sample of the 

non-respondents was deemecLnecessary. 'Ibe purpose of the follow-up . 

survey was ·to determlne whether significant differences existed between 

those people respon4ing to the questionnaire and those people who did 
. . 

not respond. The telephone questionnaire presented in appendix J is 

derived from the original mail-back questionnaire and contains most of 

the key questions from the original questionnaire so that appropriate 

comparisons could be made. 

From the 431 non-respondents who were asstillled to have received the 

mail""back questionnaire, SS names were randomly selected for the telephone 

survey. The resultant sample size was approximately 13 percent of the 

total non-respondents .. Between February 5 and February 14 of 1979, up 

to 3 telephone calls were made to each of the 55 people. in an effort to 

contact them. All calls were made by the same person between 6:30 p.m. 

and 8: 00 p .m. during weekdays . 4 I During the interview, all ·.questions 

~ .. ·. . - Telephone calls were all made during weekdays to take advantage 
of the university's SCATS line (i.e., wide area telephone service) which 
does not operate on weekends. Also, calls were made in the evenings 
because it was thoughtmore people would be home then and partly because 
no phones were available during the busy office hours. As it turned 
·out, alternate calling times were not necessary due to the high calling 
success achieved. 
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were asked exactly as 'Written to av:oid possible interviewer bias. Each 

telephone interview took between five and ten minutes to. complete. 

Telephone Interview Results and Conclusions· 

Table 2 presents the relevant differences which were found between 
. . . . :• . 

questionnaire respondents and the sample of non..;tespondents intervieWed 

by telephone. Respo~es to all other questions asked during the telephone 

·interview which are not shown were not significantly different from the 

responses given .. on the questionnaire •.. Thus, concerning these other 

questions, the:te ·was no apparent non-response bias involved arid there-

fore, no data· adjlistments were needed. For example, ba5ed on question-

naire data, the average group size during a Parkway visit was 4.06 . 

. ~ereas, based on telephone interview data, average. group size was 4. 00. 

The difference was insignificant (a= .OS). 

The most important non.,.response bias evident in Table 2 is the large 

difference in the extent of use made of the Parkway in 1978. Almost 72 

percent of the questionnaire respondents said they had used the Parkway 
i'·"' 

in 1978. However~ ,only-~bqµt 4i petcent of the sample of ·non-respondents 
'• •• •• •• ' •• ' • v ••• • • •'' •• 

indicated that they had visited the Parkway that year. Thus, of the 

-·total s.ample-ojrpoopie who :~~ceiv¢d qu~stionruiir~s_ (approxiffiately 680), 
. . . . . \ ; . . . ' '· . ' ~ . 

··-

a substantially larger proportion of the~on-~espo~ents had not used 

. the Parkway. in 1978 ~ -Also, Table 2- indicates that questionnaire non-. . . ·. -:.· -·; .· . 

r~spondents (i.e., telephone respondents) are le~ss likely to use the 

Parkway in_the next year or five years. ·However,- this finding is most 

likely a result of the fact that the sample of questionnaire non-

respondents contains a larger. proportion of 1978 ·non-users than the 
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TABLE·2 

Comparisons of Telephone Interview Data with Questionnaire Data . 

Proportion who visited. 
·. BRP in 1978 

Proportion expecting to · 
visit BRP next year 

· Proportion expecting to 
visit BRP within 5 years 

All Mail Respondents 

Telephone Respondents 

Mail Respondents not 
Using BRP in 1978 

I . 

Mail 
Respondents 

. 71. 7% 

76.8% 

89~5% 

Telephone 
Respondents* 

41.9% 

63.6% 

84.1% 

Mail 
· Respondents · 

not Using 
BRP in 1978 

42. 7% . 

74.2% 

Mean Educational 
Level** 

_ Mean Age of 
Respondent. in Years 

6.1 

5.1 

47. 7 

50.6 • 

51.9··. 

*/Note that Telephone Respondents represent a sample of questionnaire . 
nonrespondents. · · 

**/Educational le~elwasbased on a scale-~romlto 9- wher~ 1 represented . 
0-4 years of education a.pd 9 represented an advanced degree. The 9 . 
categories refer td: .the' 9 Choices offered on the education question of 
the questionnaire. · · · · · · · 

'.'·-· 
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sample of questionnaire respondents. When only the 1978 non-users of 

the questionnaire reSpondents were considered, the percentage of people 

expecting to us,e the Parkway in the next year or five years was even 

lower. Thus,' ::Ln g~n~t~i ,Y'fue 1978 ilOii"."US_ers expept to -use the Parkway 
. •.... . .. . ,.· . '. . . .. : 

less in future years than those who' did visit the Parkway in 1978. 

Because of. the apparent 'nbn-'response ;bias regardillg, the e~tent of 
. ~. .. . '. . . . . . . ' . '. : . . ,.• . . : . 

use made of the ParkWay, certain data, adjUstments-seenied necessary. 

'First, the 72. percent extent of u.se figure front t}le questionnaire data, 

was adjusted downward to 55.4 percent after the telephone interview 

data was incorporated. The following strategy was used' to derive this 

new figure: 

1) There were · 71. 7 percent or 231 people of a total of 322 

questionnaire respondents who used the Parkway in 1978. 

2) Of the estimated 358 questionnaire non-respondents, 40.9 

percent or 146 of these people were assumed to have used the 

Parkway in 1978. 

3) . Therefore, of the 680 people who received the questionnaire, 
' . . 

an estimated 377 people (231 plus 146} or 55.4 percent used 

the Parkway in 1978. 

The same strategy as above was used to adjust the figures relating 

to future Parkway use. Thus, a more conservative estjmclte would be 
. : . .. . 

that 69.9 percent of the population intend to use the Parkway next year -

and 86.7 percent of the population intend to use the Parkway within the 

next 5. years. 

A second adjustment of data undertaken involved the' trips/1000 

population estimates made for each cotmty or cluster of cowties by 
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using the demand model (see modeling procedures, p. 32). Since the 

number of trips/1000 population predicted by the demand model for each 

origin are based on the use figures fr9m the questionnaire data, these 

estimates would be inflated if the questionnaire results are assllliled 

to be biased as indicated. A correction factor of .. 769 was calculated 

which, if multiplied by a given trips/1000 population estimate derived 

from the demand model, y;ould yield a more conservative and possibly 

more realistic estimate of the actual trips/1000 population. Fortunately, 

there was no significant difference (o: = .OS) between questionnaire 

respondents and non-respondents concerning the aver~ge number of trips 

taken by 1978 Parkway users. Thus, the strategy used to calculate the 

correction factor was as follows: 

1) The 231 people from the questionnaire respondents who said 

they used the Parkway in 1978 should comprise 55.4 percent of 

a sample population instead of the calculated 71.9 percent. 

Thus, 231 people should not be from a sample of 322 people, but 

from a sample size of 417 people. 

i 2) For each origin, trips/1000 population was found by dividing 

the total number of one-day trips by the number of respondents 

and then, multiplying by 1000. To adjust for bias, then, a 

certain nlllilber of non-users must be added to the sample for a 

given origin since there were more non-users than was 

indicated by the questionnaire data. 

3) The adjusted number of respondents for each origin is equal 

to the original number of respondents multiplied by 1. 3. This 

figure, 1.3, is found by dividing 417 by 322. 
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4) · . Since the . number. of respondents ·is: the ·denominator used ·in 

the fonnula used to calculate trips/1000 popUlation, ·an 

adjustment of the trips/1000 .population estimates can be 

dete±mined by either dividing all such estimates by 1. 3 or, 
. . 

equivalently, by iiIUltiplying by .769. 

Mean educational level, shown in Table 2, was another item on which 

questionnaire respondents and non~respondents differed significantly· 

(a; = .OS}. ··In this case; non-respondents tended to have a significantly 

lower educational level than either the questionnaire respondents or the 

non-users respondents~ .This finding indicates 'that the lower educatiolla.l 

level probably· was not chie only to the presence of more non-users in the 

non-respondent group. The apparent bias, however, does not affect any 

of the c:onc+usions stated in this thesis and therefore; no data adjust-

• mentswere necessary. Mean age· levels of questionnaire.respondents 

and non-,resporidentS; although not significantly different, are presented 

in Table 2 to reveal, again, the appar.ent effect of the size of the 

proportion of.non ... users in the sainple.. It appears that, as the proportion 

of non-users in a sample increases, the mean age of the sample also 
. S/ increases.- The relevance of the relationships between the extent of 

Parkway use, education, and. age are discussed. further in the following 

chapter when the results of the demand modeling task are presented. 

l!AithoU:gh mean age levels were not significantly different between 
questionnaire respondents and non-respondents,.· the difference was . 
significant (a. = .OS) between the 1978 Parkway users from the question-
naire respondents and the 1978 non-users. 
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Modeling Procedures . 

Model Fann 

Because of the Blue Ridge Parkway's large size and linear character, 

use levels vary considerably along its 470 mile length. Site variations 

along the Parkway itself may influence use patterns. Also, differences 

in the regional population from one area of the Parkway to another can 

affect use levels. Therefore, in order to develop a more meaningful 

demand model of local use which can accmmt for these variations, the 

Parkway was divided into sm,aller units for the purposes of prediction. 

Specifically, five sections of the Parkway identified by Tingle (1977) 

as being distinct in terms of use intensity and type of primary use, 

were the basis of prediction. The five sections identified include: 
( 

Area 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 

Area Dimensions Approximate Mileage 

Mile 0 to Roanoke 
Roanoke to Fancy Gap 
Fancy Gap to Blowing Rock-Boone 
Blowing Rock-Boone to Asheville 

. Asheville to Smokey Mtn. N. P. 

115 
85 

100 
90 
80 

The demand model developed, then, predicts day-us~ for each section. 

Total predicted day-visitation to all sections by area residents can 

be detennined by merely summing predicted day-use figures for each of the 

5 sections. 

Note that only the extent of day-use will be predicted by the 

developed demand model. As was discussed in the literature review 

6/Day-use trips are defined to be trips to the Parkway where the 
visitor returned home on the same day he or she left. 
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(p. 17) and as is evident from the survey results (see results and 

conclusions, p. 48), extended visits (e.g., overnight Parkway camping 

trips) appear to have a different demand ftmction from day-visits. In 

other words, use patterns differ depending on the length of the visit. 

Thus, only day-trips were used in the analysis since inclusion of all 

trips, regardless of length, would likely decrease the predictive 

ability of the demand model. Day-trips were chosen over other types of 

trips since they accmm.ted for over 90 percent of the trips made to the 

Parkway by local residents (see results and conclusions, p. 47). 

Construction of the recreation demand model for the five sections 

was based on the following relationship describing recreation travel 

behavior: 

where: 

V .. = f(D .. , O., S .. , A,) 
1] 1] 1 1] J 

.. 
v .. 

1] 
= number of visits from origin i to site j 

D .. = 
1] 

o. = 
1 

a measure. of distance between origin i and site j 

origin characteristics (e.g., population s_ize, income) 

s .. 
1] 

=availability of alternative recreation sites 

A-. = 
J 

characteristics of site j (i.e., attractiveness factors) 

Here, the number of visits from origin i to site j is a function of 

various origin and site characteristics, available alternative recreation 

sites, and the distance to site j from origin i. The above four basic 

variables related to visitation levels sunnnarize the multitude of 

variables used by past researchers to describe recreation behavior .. 

All variables discussed in the literature review can be expressed by one 

of the above four variables . 
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In terms of the Blue Ridge Parkway, the applicable recreation system 

consisted of counties or clusters of adjacent cm.mties as the origins 

and the five Parkway sections as the destinations. Originally, each 

county in the study was to be considered as a separate origin. How-

ever, because of the poor response rate from several of the cmmties, 

certain adjacent counties were grouped together as one origin for use 

in the demand model. Table 3 presents the list of counties and clusters 

of counties which were used as origins in the demand model. 

Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable to be predicted in the Parkway demand model 

is the number of day-trips/1000 population for a given time period. 

Two time periods were used and thus, tw<? demand models were developed. 

One demand model predicts the number of day-trips/1000 population 

occurring within a year while the second model predicts the mnnber of 

day-trips/1000 population occurring within the busy April-October 

visitor season.. The data _on the dependent variables used to develop the 

demand model was derived from the questionnaire data. For each county 

or cluster of counties, as the 'case may be, the total number of day-trips 

to a given Parkway section was divided by the number of questiomiaire 

respondents making those trips .and then, multiplied by 1000 to determine 

the trips/1000 population figures. Thus, since there were 21 possible 

origins and 5 possible destinations (i.e., Parkway sections), 105 

different trips/1000 population estimates were obtained for each demand 

model. Use of the trips/1000 population variable as the dependent 

variable implicitly assumes that population size is an important variable 
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TABLE 3 

Origins Used in the Development of the Demand Model 

ColUlty or Collllty Clusters 
(i.e. Origin} .. 

North Carolina: 
Jackson-Swain-

Transylvania-Ma.con** 
Haywood 
Henderson 
Buncombe 
Yancey-Mitchell-Avery 
McDowell 
Burke 
Caldwell 
Watauga 
Wilkes 
Ashe-Alleghany 
Surry 

Virg~nia: 

Grayson 
Carroll-Floyd 
Patrick 
Franklin 
Roanoke 
Bedford 
Botetourt-Rockbridge 
.Amherst-Nelson*** 
Augusta 

1970 Population* 

61,113 
41, 710 
42,804 

145,056 
38,731 
30,648 
60,364 
56,699 
23,404 
49,524 
27,705 
51,415 

21,717 
32, 867 
15,282 
26,858 

181,436 
32,739 
48' 852 
91,857 
85,431 

Land Area in 
Square Miles 

1,697 
551 
378 '\ 

657 
772 
436 
511 
469 
317 
757 
651 
536 

Sample 
Size 

11 
7 .· 

20 
39 
8 
6 

11 
12 

5 
9 
7 

18 

459 8 
877 7 
464 6 
716 5 
303 71 
734 12 

1,155 6 
966 35 

1,002 19 
Total = 322 

*/Figures derived from 1970 Census Data (Bureau of Census, 1972). 

**/Only 2/3 of the Macon County population and 1/2 of its land area 
were included in the study. 

***/ •. . - The city of Lynchburg is included as part of this origin. 
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since total visitation from a given origin will always depend on the 

population size. Thus, variations in total predicted.visitation between 

origins may be due to population differences rather than due to 

•· . differences in one of the independent variables inclµded wit..11.in the 

final model. 

Independent Variables 

Independent variables included in the final models were selected 

after the testing of 21 candidate variables. Table 4 presents a list 

of all independent variables which were tested, as well as the source 

from which the data was obtained. Initial selection of the variables 

.shown in Table~ was based on the findings of past researchers (see 

literature review, p. 8) and each variable can be classified under one . ' 

of the four major determinants of recreation behavior (i.e., distance,.. 

alternative recreation sites, origin characteristics, andsite 

characteristics). 

Distance Quantification 

Two different distance measurements were tried in the initial phases . · 

of model development •. The first distance variable was a measure or 
. . 

actual distance in miles between a given origin and Parkway section. 

The distance was measured from state road maps and was an est:i.IIlate of 

the shortest road distancE)fromthe calcul;ited population centroid 

(i.e., the center Of a ·poP;ula;tiqp. mass) of an origin to the nearest 
... 

Parkway entrance of the section in question. A second distance variable 

was ~reafed by merely placi,ng the previous dist~ce measures into- the 
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TABLE 4 

Independent Variables Considered in the Parkway Demand Model 

Independent Variable 

Distance CD .. ) : 
1) 

1. Distance in Miles 
2. Distance Categories 

' Alternative Recreation Sites (S .. ) 
1] 

3. Nt.unber of closer comparable 
recreation sites (excluding 
Shenandoah National Park and 
Great Smokey Mountains 
National Park · 

4. . Nl.IlTiber of. closer comparable 
sites (including Shenandoah 
National Park and Great Smokey 
Mountains National Park) · 

Origin Characteristics (0.): 
. 1 

5. % with children under 5 
6. % with children 5 to 17 
7. average educational level 
8. average age 
9. median age 

10. average income 
11. median income 
12. average type of conmrunity 

(index of urbanization) 
13. density 

Site Characteristics or Attractiveness (Aj): 
14. Site preference index 
15. Index of attractiveness based on 

8 physical characteristics 

16. Average altitude of Parkway 
17. # of restaurants 
18. # of visitor centers 
19. # of picnic areas 
20. # of short nature trails 
21. # of historic sites 

Data Source 

State road maps 
State roadmaps 

State road maps 

State road maps 

Questionnaire (question E-12) 
Questionnaire (question E-13) 
Questionnaire (ques:tion E-15) 
Questionnaire (question E-9) 
1970 Census data 
Questionnaire (question E-14) 
1970 Census. data 
Questionnaire (question E-6) 

1970 Census data 

Tingle's thesis (1977) 
General Parkway visitor map 

and Questionnaire data 
· (section B) 

Parkway road log 
General Parkway visitor map 
General Parkway visitor map 
General Parkway visitor map 
General Parkway visitor map 
General Parkway visitor map 



following categories: 

Distance Category 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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Category Range in Miles 

0 - 20 
21 - 40 
41 - 60 
61 80 
81 - 100 

101 - 150 
151 -·200 

more than 200 

This second variable proveP. .to b~ better in teTIIlS of its correlation with 

the dependent variables and thus, was used in place of the original 

distance measurement for·.iater analysis .. The distance categories were 

initially created under the assumption that they might mask any errors 

from the road map estimates and also, because visitation was essentially 

zero for distances greater than 200 miles. 

Quantification of Alternative Recreation Sites 

As already stated, the developed demand model will predict visitation 

from a given origin to a given Parkway section. The effect of alternative 

recreation sites (S .. ) on local visitation patterns was quantified by lJ 
counting the number of comparable recreation areas which were closer to 

the given origin than the Parkway section in question. Also, comparable 

recreation areas were included in the cotmt if they were the same distance 

from the origin as the given Parkway section. Since the Parkway is a 

relatively unique recreation resource and not comparable to any nearby 

county or state parks, the alternative recreation sites include only the 

five sections themselves, and possibly Shenandoah National Park (SNP) and 

the Great Smokey Mountains National Park (GSMNP}. Further, since the 

comparability of SNP and GSMNP with the Parkway was uncertain, two S .. lJ 
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variables were devised. One variable included only the five 'sections 

themselves as possible alte~tive sites. 
. . 

The other S ... variable .·· 1J .. 

includes both the five Parkway sections plus SNP and the>GSMNP fora 

total of 7 possible recreation sites. As ari example, if the number of 

visits from Augusta cotmty in Virginia to section B of the Parkway were 

being predicted, sij could equal either 1. or 2 depending on which 

variable was being used· since both section A of the. Park:Way and SNP are. · 

closer recreation sites than section B. 

Origin Characteristics.Quantification 
. . ·, . .... . . ... . . ·. 

As shown in'·Table·4~ nuilierotis origin :characteristics were identified 
. . . 

as,possible candidates for inclusion in the final demand model,. Informa.:. 
.· . " . . ' -. . .. -~ . . ~ .. .. . . ··.· " . . . 

. ticni tegairding'these ·variables Was co11ect.ed for: e~¢h o!'igµi identified 
. ' . .._ . ' .. ·. .• ·.. ,,: . '·: - .. . . -- ....... _.·. · .. 

in Table 5. Note that age, income, and population density :are each 

represented b~ t~o. diff~:r,enf ·viriable~ •· · For 'ea&.·o~t these three charac-

teristics, information was.qbtained from both questionnaire data and 

1970 census data... Use of census data was used partly as a validity 

check on the results obtained from the que~tionnaire. ·A high correlation 

·between questionnaire data and census.data on these three characteristics 

indicates, to some degree, that the questionnaire respondents were 

representative of the general population. Also, if the .correlations were 
. ~· 

high, then census data which is relatively easy to:obtain.could possibly 

be used in place .. of the questionnaire data in the final model (i.e .. , 
. . . . 

assuming one or more of the three variables are included in the final 

model). The educati()n; income, and type-of.;,.co:rrununityvariables derived 

from questionnaire data were based on nrultiple choice questions. Choices 
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. ' . . . . . 

. -.. ,-

to these questions were ranked.from tjie lowest value through the highest 
.. ~ . .··. -

vhlue::and-then· them~ for eaeh 'origin were calcUiated. ·. 
. . - . :;. ' ~; ._- ' - ... · 

Attractiveness qt¥mti.fication 
~· .. ;; - .. ':::-

Quantifying site attractiveness.mis ·always been a difficult task in 
. ~ . -

demand modeling and no methods of. clear cut superiority ~ve been devel-

oped. to date. In the . case of the ·Parkway, three different methodOlogies . 

were employed in hopes that at least one method or variable would show a 

significant relationship with local Parkway visitation patterns. The 

first index of attractiveness was. based on.the indicated preferences for 

each Parkway section as foundby Tingle (1977). In·Tingle's study, 
. . 

Parkway visitors were asked their favorite or most prefefted Parkway 

_area and then, a histogram was prepared which indicatedtheprefere11ce 
. . 

levels for the 44 Parkway planning subsections. 'The preference figures 

for the five major ParkWay sections~identified in this study were derived 
. . . . . . -

by addin~ together the preference levels for all planning sections within 

a major section and finclin.g the average. 

Another attractiveness index was based on the sum 0£ various . 

physical characterist:i.cs which were weighted according to the strength of 

the public 1spreference: for those characteristics. The data used to 

derive this i:r:idex are presented in Table·S~ The eight characteristics. 
. . . 

. .. 

forming the index· were the .. eight most important. Parkway. features as 

indicated by respondents ·to th~\questionnaire (see appendix c, p. 73). 
. . . . .· . . 

Siinilarly, the preference weights used were the average rating values 

obtained from the same section of .the questionnaire (i.e., section B). 
. . . 

Th.e index value for each ·ParkWay sect1on was found by ranking the sections 
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TABLE 5 

Basic Data for Weighted Attractiveness Index 

Parkway O:laracteristic 

Average altitude of 
Parkway 

# of Restaurants 

# of Visitor Centers 

# of Picnic Areas 

# of self-guiding or 
short nature trails 

# of historic sites 

.Amount of forested . 
land surrounding 
Parkway 

:Most isolated from 
developments 

Index Results 

Section A = 78.4 
Section B =49.2 
Section C = 50.8 
Section D = 78.9 
Section E = 60.8 

8 

Parkway Sections and 
Rankings* 

A B c D E 

2 1 3 4 5 

5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

5 3 1.5 4 1.5 

2 3.5 3.5 5 1 

5 2 2 4 2 

5 4 3 2 1 

~· 1.5 1.5 4 5 

3·· 1 2 4 5 

Index Value= ~ (Ranking.) (Preference Weight1.) . 1 1 i= 

Preference 
Weight 

2.6 

2.5 

2.5 

3.0 

2.6 

2.6 

2.6 

2.8 

*/Rankings were from 1 to 5 where 5 was the best ranking and 1 was the. 
worst ranking. 
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from 1 to 5 on each of the eight characteristics and.multiplying each 

ranking by the appropriate preference weight before summing a~l eight 

rankings. Five was considered the best ranking for the scheme used and 

thus, the section with the largest index value was calculated to be the 

most appealing. All rankings were based on objective information except 

"amount of forested land surrounding the Parkway" and "most isolated 

from developments" which were subjective evaluations. 

The final type of attractiveness measures considered were individual 

physical characteristics such as average altitude of the Parkway and 

the number of short nature trails withih each section~ The last six 

variables listed in Table 4 under site characteristics were of this type. 

Data Arialysls 

All statistical analysis procedures for both study objectives were 

performed using SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Scientists). The 

first objective, documentation of local use patterns and characteristics, 

was basically a descriptive task and thus, univariate statistics (i.e., 

mean, mode, variance, range) was the primary method of analysis used. 

Below is the list items analyzed using univariate statistics: 

a) Local population use of the Parkway in 1978 

- percent of local population using the Parkway in 1978. 

- extent of past Parkway use and expected future use. 

b) Information concerning non-Parkway users in 1978 

- major reasons for not using the Parkway 

- extent of past Parkway use 
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c) Information concerning those who did use the Parkway in 1978 

- average ntnnber in party 

- average ntnnber of trips per season 

- breakdown on trip lengths 

- month of visits 

- avoidance of crowded times or places 

- percent using Parkway in winter and average ntnnber of trips 

- major purpose of visits in summer and winter 

- extent and type of facilities used 

- preferences for Parkway attractions and facilities 

d) Commuter Use (i.e., all non-recreational use) 
' ' 

- · extent of connnuter use by local population 

- location of most connnuter use 

e) LocaLOpinions qf the Parkway 

opinions concerning the scenic beauty of Parkway (i.e., is 

it worse, better, or the same as in past), also list of 

specific reasons given for opinion 

- opinions towards additional activities and facilities 

- suggestions for new facilities 

Regarding the above outline, bivariate statistics using the student · 

t-test to test hypotheses (a = .OS) was perfonned to explore differences 

which might have existed between those who do and do not use the Parkway 

for commuting.purposes and between those who do and do not avoid crowded 

Parkway times and places. This additional analysis was necessary to 

adequately describe these facets of local Parkway use. Also, the student 

t-test was used to indicate the significant differences (a = .05) which 
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existed between questionnaire respondents and non-respondents. 

The second study objective, development of a recreation demand 

model, was accomplished by use of multiple stepwise regression techniques. 

Specifically, the forward selection procedure was used which enters the 

dependent variables one by one according to how much the variable 

increases the R2 (coefficient of detennination). · Those variables in-

creasing the R2 the most are entered first. Several model fonns were 

tried including a linear model and various non-linear models. The non-

linear models considered were transfonned into log linear fonn so that 

linear regression techniques could be used. Also, since the log of zero 

is undefined, a small constant (.001} was added to all zero values of any 

variable which was to be transfonned in a log linear model. Final 

selection of the best prediction model (i.e., the best combination of 

variables as well as the best model fonn) depended·largely upon the 

model's R2 and the relative significance of the included variables. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Two objectives were considered in this study; -·- (1) · description of -

local use patterns and characteristics, and (2) development of a 
' -

recreation demand model of local use. Thus, theres.uit:s are presented 

In twQ. sections. Results of the demand modeling effort are presented iii. 

- the latter part of the chapter, since much of the iilformat:::l.on and 

strategy used iii the development of the model was· .extracted from the 

fiiidings related to the first objective. Supporting numerical data for 

the first section can be found at the end of the report in Appendices __ 

A through E. 

Local Use Patterns and Characteristics 

The relative recreational value of the Blue :Ridge ParkWay to its 

adjacent residents is indicated by the data presented in Appeildix A. 

As can be seen~ even: after adjusting the use figl,ll'eS downward to accotmt 

for any bias, more than half of the sample had_ us.ed the Parkway in 1978 
' . . . . 

alone. Further, virtually everyone sampled had used the Parkway ~t 
. . . . . 

least once in past years and about one half of those res:pondents had 

used the -Parkway more than 20- times. When asked if they would- likely 

visit the Parkway within the next year or five years, over two thirds of 

the respondents stated they would visit the Parkway next year and almost 

90 percent of the respondents thought they would visit the ParkWay within · 

five years. The fact' that these percentages concerning expected future 

45 
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Parkway use were.higher.than the.percentage·visitation·in 1978 suggests 

a desire by·tlie local residents to use the Parkway more extensive_ly 

than it is currently being used. 
'-1._' 

Lack of time .is .likely one. key rea:Son why the local population makes 

less use of the Parkway than desired. Appendix B, which presents 

infonnation conted;lng t:Jiose who.didnotuse the Parkway inl978, reveals 

that lack of time was far more important than any other reason for not· 

using the Parkway; ·Based onthequestionnaire .rating scale, all other 

reasons rated by 1978 Parkway non-users were of little or no importarice~ 

Thus, if available leisure time should increase in future years, Parkway 

visitation by local people will likely increase also. 

As shown by AppendiX B, expected future Parkway use as well as pas.t 

use by the 1978 non-users was . generally less than the. overall group of· 

respondents. However, visitation by this group still -appears·. to be 

extensive over the:long run with over 90 percent having used the Parkway 

in past years. A1so, over one third of the non.;users · of 1978 had Visited.·. 

the Parkway more than 20 times. 

The results of the multitude of specific questions wh:ith were' asked 

to those who did use the Parkway in 1978 are presented in Appendix C. As 
. . . . . . . . . . 

shown., average g:r;oup size during a Parkway. visit was fmmd ·to be 4.1. 

Al though. this·. value. was highet than the~ 3. 7 figUre estimated by Tingle · 
. . 

(1977), the difference was 11ot significant (a= .OS) indicating that no 

difference exists between the party sizes of local users and all other 

users as a·whole. However, both figures are greater· than the 3:3 
passengers pervehicle rrrultiplier presently used by the Parkway in 

conjtmction with traffic cotmters. Whether or not the 3. 3 figure tmder-
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estimates actual recreatibnal visitation would.depend on the level of 

non-recreational use (e.g., commuter use) which inflates visitation 

figures. 

Day-trips where.the visitor returns.home on.the same.day he or. she 

left were the most. cOJlliilon type of visits made to the Parkway. ·Only 

about 10 percent of all Parkway visits made by local residents were for 
- . . . 

extended periods of t:i.Iile (i.e., two or more.days in a row}. This:, finding 

is quite different from Tingle' s research (1977) which found that for 

the general.Parl<way·visitor, 3.5 days was the average amoµnt of time 

spent on the Pa~kway during.-one ·visit. :In Tingle;'$ study, .. however, 

about one half of the visitors sampled were from states other than North 
' 

Carolina and Virginia •. · '.The significance of the: relative poplJlar:fty of 
" .... ' .~·; ::· :--. - -

one-day trips by local residents will become apparent as other Charac-

teristics of ~~cal~s-e are dish~ssed .. 
When visitation levels were considered by month during the popular 

April through October visitor season, some interesting trends were re-

vealed. Generally; the distribution of one-day trips over the various 

mcinths Wa.s fairly consistent with actUa.l Parkway visitation figures. 

That is, visitation,was fairly low during April and May, moderate during·· 

June, fairly high during July, and August, and highest during the colorful 

month of October. However, the number of one-day trips by the local 

population remained relatively high during September when overall 

Parkway visitation declines substantially .. Also, visits of two days 

and longer were much more connnon during. July, August, and September 

than during October .. ··It would appear that during September the Parkway 

is dominated much more by the local population than by visitors from 
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mqre distant locatio115.V Further, the extremely high use of the Park-
.-, - . - ... - .. "; ·, 

way during October might be attributed partly to ithe large amount of 

one-day trips made by the adjacent residents during this time. 

Distribution of visits across the five major Parkway sections (see 

modeling procedures, p. 32) is also sfiown in Appendix G. These results 

should be interpretedwith caution, however, since the levels of 

visitation for each section depend considerably on how the population 

was sampled. For·this study, areas were sampled proportionally to the 

population size and the response generally followed the o:riginal sampling 

distribution .. Thus, the 1l1ore populus areas like Roanoke and Lynchburg, 

Virginia comprised a sizable portion of the total sample. The greater 
.\' ' . . .. 

day use of the Park:Way section north of Roanoke (i.e., section A) is 

most likely due to the greater concentration of people in that region. 

Notable, however, is that when two-day and longer trips are considered 

and distance becomes less of a deterring factor, visitation seems to 

shift more towards the North Carolina sections of the Parkway. This 

would indicate that either the North Carolina sections are preferred 

more for extended visits rather than for one-day visits or most likely, 

the southern Parkway areas are preferred more overall and. given adequate 

time most people.would prefer to visit these areas. Tingle's study 
I 

(1977) also found that the mountainous No;th Carolina sections were 

'!!For the purpose of understanding how visits by the local population 
might affect overall Parkway visitation patterns it should be noted 
that probably about one third of all Parkway use is made by the local 
population studied. The actual use figures will be presented later 
when the demand rnodel is discussed (p. 58). 
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preferred over the northern Parkwayareas. One might conclude, then, 

that facilities or activities associated with day use (e.g., picnic 

areas, short nature trails) would be more needed in the northern Parkway 

sections of Virginia while facilities and activities associated with 

extended visits (e.g., campgrotmds, lodges) would be in greater demand 

in North Carolina. 

The Blue Ridge Park.way can become quite crowded during certain 

periods between April and October; especially during the fall color 

season in October. Thus, an attempt was made to assess how aware local 

residents are of these crowded conditions. When asked if they ever 

arranged their Park.way visits to avoid crowded times or places, about 

30 percent of the respondents agreed that they had on both parts of the 

question. However, there was no apparent difference between this sample 

of 30 percent and the rest of the sample when the distribution 0£ trips 

by month was examined. Also, both groups had visited the Park.way a 

statistically equivalent average number of times (ct = • OS). Therefore, 

if such changes in visitation plans do occur, it would appear that those· 

adjustments are made within a given month or even within a given day. 

Concerning Park.way visitation during the.winter months (i.e., 

November through March), Appendix C reveals that over one fourth of the 

respondents had made such a visit in the winter of 1977-78. Of those 

who did visit the Park.way during that period, the average mnnber of 

trips was 2.8. The major purposes for visiting the Park.way in winter 

were essentially the same as for visiting in the summer months: (1) 

viewing scenery, (2) participating in outdoor recreation activities and 

(3) visiting Park.way facilities. A small difference was that, during 
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winter months, visiting Parkway facilities was somewhat less importan,t. 

This finding may be related to the fact that many Parkway facilities 

are not open in winter. Results of this question concerning the local 

visitor's primary purpose for visiting the Parkway are consistent with 

responses by all Parkway visitors as found by Tingle (1977). 

As one might expect, facilities associated more closely with day-use 

activities were the most heavily used by the local population. Most used 

facilities were Parkway picnic areas followed by restaurants and visitor 

centers. ,Least used of the five types of fac~li ties presented in 

Appendix C were lodges, cabins, and campgrmmds, i.e. , facilities not 

used on one-day visits. Further, when respondents rated the importance 

of eighteen different reasons for visiting specific Parkway areas, 

picnic areas came out on top again. For facilities, the results were 

consistent with actual use levels with campgrounds and lodges rated 

least important. The results of the importance ratings shown in Appendix 
r . . . 

C indicate that for local Parkway visitors, picnic areas which are 

close to home yet isolated from towns and developments are most desired. 

Also, the value of such areas might be enha.Ilcedff short nature trails 

and historic sites were available for local users. Likewise, visitor 

centers and restaurants appear to be of some importance. The relatively 

high ratings attached to isolated areas and large forested areas 

emphasizes the importance of protecting the natural and scenic qualities 

of the Parkway. 

Appendix D presents data concerning the.local population's use of 

the Parkway as a commuter route (i.e., non-recreational use). Twenty-

three percent of the sample agreed that they sometimes use the Parkway 
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for connnuting purposes. The only statistically significant (a = .OS) 

characteristic of Parkway connnuter use found was that Parkway commuters 

seem to live in a narrow corridor along the. Parkway, living an average 

of 11. 6 miles from the Parkway. No difference was apparent between the 

level of connnuter use in North Carolina. and Virginia. Also, the Pearson 

product-moment correlation between the population densityof a county 

and the percentage of .the county population connnuting on the'Parkway 

was only -0.08 and thus, not significantly different from zero (a= .OS}. 

This indicates that. commuting on the Parkway is eqlla.lly connnon in both 

rural and more urban areas. However, more commuters would likely come 

from urban areas simPlybecaus~ of their greater populations. 

The collection of data on local opinions towards the Blue Ridge . 

Parkway is shown in Appendix E. . Generally, it appears adjacent Parkway 

residents are extremely satisfied with the quality of th~ Parkway. Close 

to 40 percent of the sample think the scenic beauty of the Parkway has 

improved over the years while only 9 percent think the scenic beauty is 

deteriorating. Improved Parkway mafr1tenance was the overwhelming reason 

mentioned for the increased scenic beauty. For the small number of 

respondents dissatisfied with the scenic beauty of the Parkway, the most 

mentioned reasons were (1) obscured views and {2) increasing commercial-

ization of the Parkway. Al though a small number of responses were sub- ·. 

mitted for this free response question concerning Parkway scenic beauty, 

the results do indicate some of the Parkway characteristics of which the 

local population is aware. Respondents were also asked for their 

opinions regarding the· amount of Parkway facilities desired. About one 

half of the respondents were satisfied with the present number Parkway 
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facilities while another 45 percent of the respondents would like to see 

more facilities opened. Specific additional facilities and activities 

desired by the local population were nlimerous' with over 70 different 

responses to this free-response question. The question allowed respondents 

to list up to three different suggestions for additional facilities and 

activities. :Most responses were very specific, e.g., covered picnic 

tables, more guard rails, or even campgrounds for trailers only. The 

most connnon responses given were generally consistent with the results of 

a similar question asked. to all Parkway users by Tingle (1977). However, 

in the case of local users, campgroilnds and campground facilities were 

mentioned less frequently .. Restaurants, comfort stations, and picnic 

areas were the three most requested facilities. Again, it appears that 

facilities associated with extended Parkway visitation are less important 

to local users who make extensive day-use of the Parkway. Note also that 

a substantial number of respondents stated that no more facilities were 

desired even though such a response was not requested. Possibly other 

respondents who left this question blank had similar feelings. Thus, 

one should be aware that requests for additional facilities and activities 

do not necessarily represent the majority of local users. 

Recreation Demand :Model of Local Use 

Choice of the optimal demand model presented below was guided by 

the desire to keep future data requirements minimal without limiting 

the predictive ability of the equations. While numerous factors 

certainly influence recreation behavior, usually only a few key variables 

have been found to account for the bulk of recreation visitation. An 
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effort was made to identify the key variables related to local Parkway 

visitation patterns and to -include these variables in the final models. 

Two models were -developed. One model predicts- the number of one-day 

trips/1000 population occurring within the April.through October visitor 

seasonwhile the second model predicts one:..daytrips/1000 population 

occurring. within. one complete year. - As it turned out, the selected 

model fonn with. its .included variables ·was the same· for both deveioped · 

demand models, al though, of course, the coefficients differ. The final 

chosen model was: 

v. . = b + blln(DIS .. ) + bzln(ALT1-. __ J·}. + b3-lrt(DEN1.) J..J 0 - - 1J 

where: ·v .. = the number of one-day trips/1000 popUlation from origin 1J 
i to site j (time period is either the. April-October 

season or one year), 

DIS .. = distance between origin i and site j expressed as a value 1J 
-from·l-to 8 depending on-the distance category, 

ALTij =an al:t¢rpative opportunity index, the_sum of the number of 

Parkway sections closer to origin i than section j , 

DEN. = the population dens_ity of origin i obtained from census data, 
1 

- -

ln = the natural logarithm of the variables within pare~theses, 

ba = coefficients. 

The actual coeffici~ntvalues, depending on the model, are presented 

itl Table 6. For all models, the coefficients of DIS .. and ALT.J. were • . - 1J -. _1 

significantly different from zero at the . 005 level. The coefficients 

for the DEN. va;riable were significant at the . 09 level. Also, the signs 
- - -_ 1 --···-- -. . . . • .f •· 

of the coefficients were as exp~cted; 'fha:t: J?, 'the negative signs of the 

.. 

· .. · .. :: 
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TABLE 6 

Estimated D~nd Functions; Blue Ridge Parkway, 197c/Y 

Dependent Variable 

April-October 
Seasonal Models 

1) v .. 
1J 

0.63 . 

JndeperidentVari.able Coefficient Intercept DIS.. ALT.. DEN. 
1 1 1 

742.3 -665.3 -137.0 157.4 
(111.3) (32. 6) (92 .4) 

-511.6 -105.3 121.0 
(85.6) (25.1) (71.1) 

2) vij o.63 570.8 
(Adjusted for bias) 

Year Round Models 

3) v .. 
1J . o. 58 

4) v.. 0.58 
1J 

(Adjusted for bias) 

924.3 

710.8 

-907.5 -156.6 228.4 
(160. 3) (46 .9) . {133.1) 

-697.9 -120.4 175.7 
(123.2) (36.1) (102. 3) 

:J Figures in parentheses are the standard errors of the coefficients 
under which they appear. 
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DIS .. and ALT .. coefficients are consistent with the idea that as distance lJ . lJ . 
and the number of alternative recreation opportunities increase, the 

number of visits to a given site decreases. Further, the positive sign 

of the DEN. coefficient implies that people from.more urban areas use l . . 

the Parkway more frequently. Multicollinearity was not considered a 

problem regarding these three independent variables since none of the 

correlations between the variables were greater than .8 (Leuschner and 

Young, 1978). As can be seen, the seasonal"'"use demand model explains 

63 percent of the variation in use while the year-round demand model 

explains 58 percent. Models 2 and 4 presented in Table 6 are the models 

which were derived after adjusting the data for the apparent nonresponse 

bias (see Telephone Interview Results and Conclusions, p. 27). 

Examination of the residual~ for the above model form revealed that 

one of the asstnrrptions upon which the statistical tests used in linear 

regression are based was violated. It was fmmd that the error variance 

was not constant over the range of the independent variable. This 

heteroscedasity problem means that for the larger values of V .. the lJ 
.variation of the actual observations about the estimate was much greater 

than for smaller V. . values. The problem could have been easily solved lJ 
by using a model in which the independent variable, V .. was transformed lJ 
but this new model would have hada much smaller R2 value.· Consultants 

of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University statistics 

department also reconnnended use of the model presented here since, for 

§/Residuals are defined to be the differences between the observed 
value of a dependent variable and the predicted value of that variable. 
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the purposes of this research, predictive ability was of prime importance. 

Further, as the constD.tants stated and as Cohen and Cohen·(l975) indicate, 

in most cases heteroscedasity will not seriously influence the accuracy 

of the statistical tests. It is also interesting to note that in most 

of the models tried, both linear and log linear, the variables highly 

related to local Parkway use were the same. 

As is shown, only three variables of the many variables tested were 

incorporated within the final reconnnended model. DIS .. and ALT .. were 
1) 1) 

key variables which entered the model first during the foIWard selection 

statistical procedure. However, upon selection of the third variable 

for the model, several choices were available which were very similar 

in terms of their significance to a three-variable model. The educational 

level and age variables derived from questionnaire data actually boosted 

the R2 slightly more than the density variable while the income variable 

(from census data) was slightly less important. Further, after entering 

any one of these variables at the third step, the remaining three variables 

as well as all other non-entered variables were quite insignificant at 

the fourth step. Thus, addition of any more than three variables to the 

model would only render the model more complex without increasing its 

predictive ability. The DEN. variable, even though it was slightly less 
1 

significant than either education or age, was selected because the 

appropriate data is easily obtainable from census information and there-

fore, use of this variable is more practical. Because only one of the 

four variables significant at third step could be used in the final model 

it was apparent that these variables explained the same portion of the 

variation in local use .. This result is consistent, however, with the 
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relatively high correlations between all four of these variables. In 

other words, in the area surrounding the Parkway lower income levels, 

lower educational levels, more rural areas, and the older age classes 

of the population were associated with each other and these characteristics, 

in turn, were associated with decreased use of the Parkway. Results 

obtained from the analysis of the telephone follow...,up. survey (see p. 27) 

also indicated that education and age were significantly related to 

Parkway visitation. 

As is obvious, none of the devised attractiveness variables were 

incorporated into the final demand model. None of the coefficients of 

these variables was significantly different from zero even at relatively 

large alpha levels (i.e., a. = • 30). Coefficients of some variables also 

had iJ_logical signs (i.e., negative signs}. A combination of factors 

probably rendered these attractiveness variables insignificant. One 

possible reason is that because of the relatively small m.nnber of 

samples chosen from each county, the error variability in the data 

masked the effects of site characteristics on visitation. Also, for 

one-day trips, distance may be ail overriding.factor controlling use 

patterns, such that.even though certain Parkway areas are preferred, the 

visitor feels forced to use. those areas closest to home. Thus, given 

more time (e .. g., weekend trips), the Parkway visitor would gravitate to 

the most preferred areas and the importance of certain site characteristics 

would then become apparent~ · .Another possible reason is that for the 

purposes of a one-day visit, the Parkway is perceived to be a relatively 

homogenous site and no one area is preferred nruch over another. Finally, 

it may· be that inappropriate attractiveness variables were tested and 
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other, uruneasured variables would have been related to visitation patterns. 

Evident in Table 6 is that the R2 for the seasonal day-use model 

and the year round day-use model differ. In fact, in all models tested, 

the R2 of the year round day-use model was always lower than .that of 

the seasonal model. The apparent poorer predictive ability of the year 

round model was probably caused by a slight difference in the visitation 

patterns between the ·winter.~ trips and the April-October seasonal trips. 

In other words, the relationship between the independent variables 

and.· the dependent variable was differ~nt for winti:r trips than it was 

for seasonal trips. DefiI1ing one demand function: for b~th types of trips 

together would be less accurate than two separate functions. Because the 

distance coefficient relative to other coefficients in the year round 

model was larger than it was in the seasonal model, it would appear that 

winter visitation is influenced more heavily by the distance variable. 

This would mean that visitors are less likely to drive as far during the 

winter months. 

Table 7 presents the appropriate estimates derived by using the 

developed recreation demand models. Since this study was the first attempt 

to assess the extent of local Parkway visitation, no other data is 

available to check the estimates exactly. However, in light of other 

available data, the estimates presented here seem reasonable. The Park 

Service estimated that the Parkway received about 15.4 million visits 

in 1978 while Tingle (1977) found that close to one half of all Parkway 

visitation comes from residents of Virginia and North Carolina. Using 

the more conservative year rot.md demand model (i.e., the model which was 

adjusted to account for non-response bias), the.number of one-day trips 
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TABLE 7. 

Estimates of 1978 Parkway Visitation 

One-day visits by Local Population 
Number of 

April-October .. 1978 Visits 

Model 1: Unadjusted estimate 3,983,068 

Model 2: Adjusted for bias 3,062,979 

Year Round 1978 

Model 3: Unadjusted estimate 5,198,569 

Model 4: Adjusted for bias 

Total Estimated 1978 Parkway 
Visitation by all visitors 
(Park Service data) 

3,997,698 

15,351,632 

Percent of All 
Parkway Visits 

25.9 

20.0 

33.9 

26.0 
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taken by the local population in 1978 was estimated to be about 4.0 

million. These4 million visits represent about 26 percent of all 

Parkway visitation in 1978. Assuming that 10 percent of all visits 

made by the local population are of more than one day in length and 

that the average length of these visits is about 3 days (see Appendix 

C, p. 73), a rough estimate, then, would be that about 32 percent of 

all Parkway visits are made by the local population studied. Thus, 

the day-use estimates from the demand models are consistent with what one 

would expect. Tu.at is, if one half o'.f all Rarkway visits are from the 

two states through wh;ich the Parkway passes, then, it is likely that a 

substantial part of this state visitation emanates from those areas 

immediately surrounding the Parkway. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Sunmary 

Recognizing that a substantial portion of Blue Ridge Parkway 

visitation is made by the local population, this study was initiated as 

an effort to collect specific information on the characteristics of 

local Parkway use and to develop a demand model of local use based on 

the findings. The results should provide Parkway managers with informa-

tion needed to mo.re adequately serve the recreation needs of the local 

population. 

Most of the information presented in this study was collected 

during the fall of 1978 through use of a self-administered mail-back 
• 
questionnaire which was sent to a random sample of people living in the 

29 counties adjacent to the Parkway. Results are based on questionnaires 

received from 322 .local ·residents. ·Additional· .. · information was also 

obtained from 44 other local residents interviewed by telephone. Develop-

ment of the recreation demand model required much of the questionnaire 

data as well as data obtained from existing Parkway and Census Bureau 

publications. 

Local Use Characteristics 

Results of the study indicate that during 1978 alone, about SS 

percent of the local population studied had visited the Parkway at least 

once. Further, most of the population have substantial past experience 
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with the Parkway, with about 50 percent having visited.the Parkway more 

than 20 times. Much of the use during 1978, over 90 percent, was for 

trips lasting only one day, however. This extensive day-use of the 

Parkway by the local population is apparent throughout the research 

findings. 

For those who did visit the Parkway in 1978; the average number of 

trips from April through October was 5.0. October was the most popular 

month for making one-day visits to the Parkway. However, most trips of 

two days and longer were taken during mid to late summer.with very few 

of these extended trips occurring in October. Winter \1se of the Parkway 

(i.e., November through March) was somewhat less extensive. Of the 28 

percent of the sam})le who did visit the Parkway during the +977'-78 winter, 

the average number of trips was 2. 8. 

Distribution of local :visits across the five major Parkway sections 

(see Modeling Procedures, p. 32) varied depending on the length of the 

visit. One-day visits were more common on the Parkway section north of 

Roanoke, i.e., the area where local population levels were highest. 

However, the southern Parkway sections were used more·heavily for trips 

of two days or longer when time is less of a factor. 

The most heavily used Parkway facilities were those most closely 

related to day-use activities, i.e., picnic areas, visitor centers, and 

restaurants. Results of the importance ratings collected on eighteen 

different reasons for visiting specific Parkway areas also revealed that 

these day-use facilities were valued more than other facilities (e.g., 

lodges and campground.5). High importance ratings were also attached to 

(1) areas close to home, (2) isolated areas, (3) short nature trails, 
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(4) historic sites, (5) extensively forested areas, and (6) high mountains. 

+n light of these favored characteristics, it was found that driving 

along the Parkway to view scenery is the basic reason for visiting the 

Parkway. 

Overall, most of the residents living around the Parkway appear 

satisfiedwith present. Parkway management. Close to 40 percent of the 

respondents thought the scenic beauty of the Parkway had . improved over 

the years, mainly bec.ause of betFer maintenance practices . ane half of 

the respondents were. satisfied with current Parkway offerings. Of those· 

desiring additional Parkway facilities and activities, the most 

frequently mentioned requests were for: (1) restaurants, (2) comfort 

stations, (3) picnic areas, (4) campgrounds, and (5) gas stations. 

Recreation Demand Model 

The extensive use of the Parkway for day-trips by the local popula-

tion made it desirable to develop clay-use demand models only. The two 

models developed are used to predict the amount of day:--visita.tion 

occurring within the April-October visitor season and within a complete 

year. 'IWenty-one variables which might be related to local use patterns 

were considered initially, but only 3 variables were needed in the final 

models to explain 63 percent of the variation in seasonal use and 58 

percent of the variation in year-round use. Both models contain the 

same three variables.. The basic form for both models is presented below 

while the appropriate coefficients for each model are shown in Table 6 

(p. 54). 
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Vij = b0 + b11n(DISij) + b2ln(ALTij) + b31n(DENi) .. · 

Vij = the number of one-day t.r~ps/1000 popUlation ftom o;igin · 

. i to site j (time period.· is . either the April-Octobe~ 

season· or one year) , · 

DIS .. = distance between o. tigin i and site j :13xpressed as ~a·· 
.1J 

value from 1 to .. 8 depending on the (iistance .C:ategocy, 

·- - ·. ':· .··;,\.<.··. 
of Parkway ··sections closer .to origin i .. thari:·~.~cti9r1.J,·:\····· 

DEN. = the population density of origin i ~btailied from c~risus. · 1 . . . . . . . . . .· . ..· .·• · .... ·. 

data, 

. ;: . 

·· ... -_· 

ln = the narurai logarithm .of the variables within pare1lthes~s, . . · ... 

b = coefficients. · . a. .· .·. 
Using the above model, estimB.tes of iocalParkwB.y day .. U5e were .. · . ' - . . ' . - ' . ~ - . - :;·· , . 

obtained which appear reasonable in light of previo~ .. findings by Tingle . 
. ·. . . . .. .- . . .. -· : ) . ' .. ' 

(1977): and oyerall: Patl<way: visitation figures estima.t~d·.by the Park · 

Service. The-·figll~es · derivkd indicate' tlkt abou,t ·one fourth 0£ all 

· .. _Parkway visitation in, 197:8 Mas Comp;S~d of' 0ne~;day visit~ made· by. the . 
.,, ... · 

· ··· locB.1. popiliation of this :'sttid.y > <·~· .. :, 
. . . _' .~ .. ~ : .... 

. ; .'· ' 
'-·· 

-. , .. 

.. ---·'.·;· 

. -- \ 
· InJE~·1~a:tion$ ·. fcrr · P1aiuliAg '~d ·~gement 

~ ."'.;,. ·);." . . ·;; . ·. ····. 
··, • • < •• •• • ' 

A relatively large amount of infol:iimtion was collected and pr~sehted· .. 
for th:i.s. study concerning the characteristics of local ParJ<way use. ·The.· , ... 

usefulness of this iirl:o~tion wi11 certainly not be limited to th~ ideas ·. ··· 

presented in this section ... A simple· awareness. of. the data presented>in .·•·· .. 
. · ,· .. . ·: ·. 

this paper should prove useful in understanding and .resolving. day ·.t<)· · 
. . . . . · .. -. . . ·-.. 

. . . .·. ~ .· 

day managemeI);t and planni:iig problems which arise ... General.1)",.~ µi:fo#nat~on -. · .... 
. ,;.. 

. '• ...... ··~ -~ .. 
~. . " . 

. . '·.··· .. ·· 
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on local users, along with previous infonnationconcerning. all Parkway 

users, should help Parkway manag19rs judge which facilities and activities 

are preferred by whom, when and where these facilities are desired, and 

in what amounts they may be desired. 

In keeping with the above basic uses of this study, Parkway personnel 

should be able, to more adequately gauge the level of support they might 

receive for various management alternatives. Concerning local users, 

steps which would eI1hance the value of the Parkway as a day-use area . 
would probably be supported strongly. Based on the findings of this study, 

appropriate actions might include improvements in existing picnic areas 

or development of new picnic areas, as well as assuring that adequate 

recreation opportunities exist near these areas. Highly valued picnic 

areas would be located D:t. a natural and isolated setting yet be 

convenient to local population centers. These areas would also have 

convenient access to short nature trails and historic sites. 

Local opinions towards the scenic beauty of the Parkway emphasize 

some of the important Parkway characteristics which this sector of the 

public is most likely to notice. Results of this study suggest that 

proper maintenance, scenic vistas, and a clean environment a:re :important 

components enhancing the quality of the Park.way experience. The 

Park.way's current emphasis an maintenance (i.e., in tenns of present 

budget allocations) appears to be a wise .deci$~bn in light of these 

findings. It may also be significant to note that because iqc,al 

residents have substantial past .,experie11ce with the Parkway, they are 
,· : - . . . 

probably mote likely to notfce changes in the qualityof .the Parkway 

than more distant residents. 
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Despite the relative pqpulari ty of picnic areas,. restaurants, and 

visitor centers, local residents' overriding basic purpose for visiting . 

the Parkway was just to drive along. the Parkway to view scenery. · II1 

light of this finding and as already stated, isolated and forested 

areas, and maintenance of scenic vistas are important Parkway qualities. 

These results all emphasize the importance of maintaining the natural 

qualities of the Parkway and to some extent, justify Park Service efforts 

to secure scenic easements, control adjacent housing developments, and 

limit the extent of Parkway facility development. 

The infonnation presented on the distribution of local trips across 

both the April-'October visitor.season and the five major Parkway sections 

(see .Modeling Procedures, p. 32) can prove useful in scheduling maintenance 

and interpretive· programs as well as in lo ca ting additional· facilities . 

The concentration of one-day trips by the local population2/ in the 

northern Parkway areas suggests that there may be a greater need for 

day-use activities and facilities in these areas rather than in the North 

Carolina sections. However, campgrounds and related facilities maybe 

in higher demand in North Carolina since extended Parkway visits are 

concentrate(l. here. People living farther from the Parkway, whose visits. 

are probably limited to those of two days or more, also prefer the 

North Carolina areas (Tingle, 1977). 

Demand estimates are an importantcomponent ofproperrecreation 

9/ It seems likely that most day-use on the Parkway is made by the 
local population studied since these poeple live within a reasonabfe · 
distance of the Parkway where they can easily use the Parkway in that 
manner. 
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planning since they indicate possible future recreation needs. The 

recreation demand models presented in this study should enable Parkway 
. . 

planners to adequately assess future Parkway use by the local population. 

Further, the estimates will be sensitive to changes in several factors 

which were determined to influence local Parkway demand. These variables 

or factors included populati<;m size, population density, availability of 

alternative recreation opportunities, and.distance.· Thus, the effects 

which changes in any of thesevariables have. on local visitation can be 

assessed.· Since the demand models are based on a recreation system of 

M origins and N destinations, appropriate estimates of local demand can 

also be derived for the proposed Parkway extension.IO/'· The procedure 

would merely involve adding the proposed Parkway section along with the 
. . 

additional adjacent counties to the recreation system. Estimates of 

local use within this n:ew system could then be obtained for each origin~ 

destination combinatiOn by usihgthe appropriate values for the independent 

variables included in the models. 

Although valuation of the five Parkway sections was not specifically 

considered in this study, the developed deIIland models can be eq.sily 

adapted for this purpose. The basic gravity variable (i.e., distance) is 

included within both demand models and thus, the travel cost method can 

be applied. Asstnning certain travel. costs exist for various distances, 

IO/The National Park Service is curr~ntly analyzing thefea.sibility 
of a proposed extension of the Blue Ridge Parkway. The probable route 
of this extension would be from the present southern tenninl1s of the 
Parkway through mountainous sections of southwestern North Carolina and 
northeastern Georgia. 
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the value of the distance variable could be artifically manipulated to 

derive the appropriate demand ftmctions (see Literature Review, p .. 6). 

Depending on the model used, values could be obtained for a complete 

year of use or for April through October use. It should be noted, how.,. 

ever, that value estimates would only be estimates of the Parkway's value 

to local residents for one.,.da.y visits. In any event, in an age of ever. 

tightening budgets, these value estimates might serve to further justify· 

the significance of the Parkway .. 

Future Research 

This study, ·in part, wa.s born from an ideasuggested by Tingle 

(1977) following his.1976research, i.e., to examine the extent to which 

the Parkway serves as a regional 0 recreation resource. Tingle also 

presented other research ideas in his paper. It is not my intention here 

to repeat earlier suggestions by Tingle but to suggest additional studies 

which might enhance the value of the infonnation revealed both in this 

study and Tingle' s study. 

One additional project might cons:lder the effectiveness and value of. 

Parkway interpretive activities. Both interpretation methods and themes 

should be examined in relation to specific user groups. Information of 

this sort could then be combined with the infonnation presented in this 

study and Tingle's study co~cerning use variations over time and space 

to ensure that the various interpretive programs are offered when and 

where they will be most effective. 

Attitudes towards. various Parkway.maintenance practices is another· 

area of research which could yield useful infonnatiop. Results of. this 

I I 
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. . 

current study suggest that the Parkway experience can be enhanced through 

proper maintenance. Studies could explore the value and effect of . 

various specific procedures such as mowing practices or vista clearing. 

Related to this research is research concerning attitudes towards Park 

_Service regulations which could help determine· future management policy 

as well as improve relations with the public. To some extent, the value · 

of a visitor's recreation experience is influenced. by current Parkway 

regulations, since these regulations are used to control and manipulate . 

the visitor in various ways. Research should discover which combinations 

of regulations can be implemented to achieve Park Service goals and.also, 

maximize the visitor's experience. 

Landscape preference studies would be a valuable research effort,. 

since the Parkway is primarily used as a scenic drive. Identif icatio:ri of 

the landscape components which both add to and-detract.from·the scenic 
. . 

beauty of the Parkway wOUld be valuable for both management and planning. 

Infonnation of this sort could be used to identify and protect important 

Parkway qualities. Such studies would also be useful in planning the 

proposed Parkway extension. 



APPENDIX A 

Data Concern.ipg the Extent of· Parkway Use bytheLocal Population!':/ 

Visit Parkway in 1978.? 

yes 
no 

Do you think you will 
visit Parkway next year? 

yes 
no 

Do you think you will 
visit Parkway within 
5 years? 

yes 
no 

Have you ever visited 
the Parkway before 1978? 

yes 
no 

· How many Parkway visits 
before 1978? 

1 - 5 
6 '- 10 

11 - 20 
more than 20 

Percent of Sample 

71.7 (55.4) 
28.3 (44;6) ' 

Percent of Sample 

76.8 (69.9) 
23.2 (30.1) 

Percent of Sample 

89.5 (86. 7) 
10.5 (13.3) 

Percent of Sample 

97.7 
2.3 

Percent of Sample 

19.5 
13.9 
17.2 

'49.5 

Number of Respondents 

231 (377) 
91 · (303) 

Number of. Respondents 

242 (475) 
73 (205) 

Number of Respondents 

282 (590) 
. 33. (90) 

Number of· .. Respondents 

307 
7 

Number ofRespondents 

. 59 
42 
52 

150 

.:!values listed in parentheses are adjusted values derivedaft;er 
consideration of the telephone interview results. Derivation of these 
figures is discussed in the methodology chapter under the Telephone 
Interview Results and Conclusions section. 
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APPENDIX B 
. . . . 

Information Coricerhing the Non-Parkway Users·. of 1978 

Reasons for not using ParkWay in 1978 Aver_age . Ratiµg~ 

1. Lack of time 
2. Not int~rested in ava~lable Parkway activities 
3. Been to Parkway too· many times in the past . · 
4. Had no information onParkway activities and 

facilities · 
5. Heal th reasons .. 
6. Parkway too crowded 
7. Not enough. facilities on the Parkway . 
8. Not enough activities. ,on the Parkway ·. . . .. . . ·. 
9. Other Il1embers of family do nGt enjoy the :Parkwa)" 

. . 

10. Prefer to visit.otherparks or· state and national 
forests · · 

11. Have very young children 
12. Too expensive to visit 
13. Too much development on.Park,way 
· 14. Too far to drive 
15. Lack of .equipment 
16. Lack of transportation 

2. 5, 
1.1.··· 

1.6 

. 1.6·· < ·. 
1.6 .. :· 
1.5 

.-· .. : 

. 1.5 

1.5. 
1.4 

1.3 
1.3 .··. 

. 1..3 
.·• ·.·· .. 1.2 

- ._ ..... 

. 1.2 .. 
1.2 
1.2 

',• -

.. :.; Ratings were derived from a scare of 1 to 4 where 1 ,. not important, .·. 
2 = of little importance, 3 = moderately important, and 4 = extremely ... 
important. Ninety-one no:n.,.users.answered this section of questions.· 
Missing. answers to any reasons were assumed to mean not important~ 

'. ·~· ' 
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Appendix B, Continued'. 

Do you think you will visit 
Parkway next year? 

yes 
no 

Do you think you will visit 
Parkway within 5 years? 

yes 
no 

Have you ever visited the 
Parkway before 1978? 

yes 
no 

How many Parkway visits 
before 1978? 

1.;. 5 
6 - 10 

11 - 20 
more than 20 

72 

Percent of Sample 

42.7 
57.3 

Percent of Sample 

74.2 
25.8 

Percent of Sample 

92.0 
8.0 

Percent of Sample 

32 .• 5 
18. 2 
14.3 
35.l 

Nt.unber of· Respondents · 

38 
51 

Number of Respondents 

66 
. 23 

·Number of Respondents · 

80 
7 

Nt.unber of Respondents 

25 
14 
11 
27 
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APPENDIX C 

Infonnation Concerning Those who did use the Parkway' in· 1978 

Size of Party 

Mean = 4.1 S.D. = 3.5 1 

Trips between April 
& October 1978'-c 

Number .of One-Day 
Trips 

Number of Two & 
Three-Day Trips 

Number of Trips Four 
Days & Longer 

Total 

1,010 

89 

20 

Min. = 1 Max. = 35 

· Percent of 
All Trips· 

90.3 

8.0 

1.8 

Mean S~D. 

4.5 5.8 

DA.. 1.0 

0.1 . . 0.5 

·Range 

1-62 

' 0-5 '. 

0-7 

Distribution of Trips by Month 

. One-Day Trips ·· 

Percent. of 
:Month Number·of TriEs All Tri Es 
April 38 5.4 

·· .. May 65 9.2 
June 81 11.5 
July 144 17.6 
August 125 17.7 
September· 113 16.0 
October 160 22.7 

. Two-Day and Longer . Trips 

··•· Percel1t of .. 
·Number of . Trips All Trips 

5 5~3 

11 11.6 
13 13.7 
'16 16.8 
19 
22 . 

9 

20.0 . 
·. 23~2. 

. 9. 5 

*I All winter trips are excluded since no infonnation was coll~cted: on ... 
length of wiD.ter trips. 
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Information Concerning Those who Did Use the ParkWay in1978 

Distribution of Trips by ParkWay Section 

One ... Day Trips · Two-Day & Longer Trips 

ParkWay 
Section 

A 
B 

c 
D 
E 

Number . of Trips 

236 
151 
118 
144 

. 140 

Do you avoid crowded 
ParkWay times? 

yes 
no 

Do you avoid crowded 
ParkWay places? 

yes 
no 

Visit ParkWay during 
winter? 

yes. 
no 

Winter Trip Summary 

Total = 245 trips 

Percent of 
All Trips 

·Percent of 
·Number .·pf Trips .. All. Trips 

29.9 
19.l 

. 15.0 
18.3 
IT. 7. 

Percent · of. Sample 

32.9 
67.1 

Percent of Sample 

29.0 
71.0 

Percent of Sample 

27:6 
72~4 

20 15.6 
25 19.6 
27 21.1 . 
27 21.1 
29 22.7 

. . . . . 

Number . bf Respondents·. 

64 
157 

Number of Respondents. 

89 
233 

mean for 89 winter users = 2. 8 trips 

S.D. = 2.2 Min. = 1 Max. = 12 
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Infonnation Concerning Those Who Did Use the Parkwaym 1978 

Major Purpose.of April-October Visits 

·. View scenery 
Outdoor recreation activities 
Interpretive programs 

Major Purpose of Winter Visits 

. View scenery . 
Outdoor recreation activities 
Interpretive programs 

Facility.Use 

Facility Type 

Picnic Areas 
Restaurants 
Visitor Centers 
Lodges and Cabins 
Campgrounds 

Ntmlber of Vis its 

388 
324 
281 
150 
130 

·Percent of 
Sample 

58.2 
28 .. 0 
13.8 

58.3< 
34. 5 
7.1 

·Number of 
Respmses 

152 
73 
36. 

49 
29. 

6 

Percent of 
All·FaC::ilityUse 

30.5 
25.5 
22.l 
11.8 
10.2 
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Information Concerning Those Who Did Use 
the Parkway in 1978 

Reasons for Visiting Specific 
Parkway Areas Average Ra ting*. 

1. Picnic Areas 
2. Close to home 
3. Isolated fr,omtowns and 

other developments 
4. Short trails with informa-

tional signs or brochures 
in area 

5. Historic sites 
6. Large amotmt of forested 

lands surrotmding the 
Parkway · 

7. High motmtains 
8. Visitor centers 
9. Parkway restaurants 

10. Hiking trails in area 
11. Campgrotmds 
12. Interpretive programs and 

talks . by Park rangers. 
13. Close to National Forest 

land and State Parks 
14. Many Parkway facil.ities 

in one place 
15. Camp stores 
16. ·Fishing 
17. Parkway lodges & d:1bins 
18. Horseback .riding 

3.0 
3.0 

2.8 

2.6 
2.6 

2.6 
2.6 
2.5 
2.5 
2.3 
2.1 

2.1 

2.1 

2.o 
1.9 
1.9 
1. 7 
1.3 

• 

.:!Ratings were derived from a. scale of 1 to 4 where 1 = not 
important, 2 = of little importance, 3 = moderately impQrtant, 
and 4 = extremely important. ·· Two htmdred thirty-one Parkway 
users answered this section of questions. Missing answers to 
any reasons were assumed to mean not important. 
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APPENDIX D 

Data .. on Coimruter Use 

Do You·Use Parkway 
for Conmuting.Pu:rposes? 

Number o'.f . 

yes 
no 

Conmuteis·•.· 
Non-Commuters· 

Percent.of·Sample 

· MeanDistarice 

23.0 
77.0 

ffOiil Parkway* s . n. 
11.6 miles 
15.4 miles . 

10.2 
9.9 

· Respondents 

70 
234 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

*/Results. of .the student t-test showed that .. ParkWay co~ters' .· ...• 
live: significantly closer to the ParkWay than non~coiinmJ.ters · · 
(a = • 01). · · 

. •· 

. .;, .· 

.~ . 

'· . ·: .. ~ 

,;_ .· 



APPENDIXE 

Local Opinions of the Park.way 

Is Scenic Beauty Getting · 
Better, Worse, or the Same? 

Better 
The Same 
Worse 

Specific Reasons Why 
Parkway is Better 

Maintained Better 
Better Views and Color 
Parkway Seems Cleaner 
Forest More 'Mature 
Better Facilities, ~ervices, 

and Recreation Areas 
Personal Appreciation of 

Nature Has Increased 
Road Improved . 
Trails Improved 
Other 

Specific Reasons Why 
Parkway is Worse · 

Views Obscured by Vegetation 
COrrnnerciali za ti on ( i. e. , too 

· IlRlCh Development on Parkway 
Encroachment of Housing 

. Developments 
Grass on Shoulders too High 
Too Crowded 
Ice Damage 
Other 

Amount of Facilities Desired 

More 
Same as Now 
Less 

Continued. 
78 

Percent.· of Sru:riple 

38.5 
52.4 
9.1 

Percent.of Sample 

23.l 
11.5 
8.7 
8.7 

7 .. 7 

7.7 
4. 8 .. 
3~.8. 

. 24.0 

· ·Percent of Sample 

21.4 

14.3 

10.7 
10.7 
10 .. 7 
10.7 
21.4 

Percent.of .Sample 

45.2 
51.0 
3.8 

Number of. 
·Respondents 

114 
155. 

27 

Number of 
Respondents 

24 
12 

9 
9 

8 

·3 
5 
4. 

25 

Number of·· 
.·· Respondents . 

6 

4 

3 
3 
3 
3 
6 

Number of 
Respondents 

132 
149 

11 



Appendix E, Continued. 

- .· .. ~ . . . . .. : . ' 

Specific Additional Facilities 
andActivities·D~sired · 

79 

:More Restaurants and·FoodStations 
None Desired · 
More·Co:mfort Stations 

· More Picnic Areas and Tabl~s 
More Campgrounds 
More Gas Stations· 
More Hiking· Trails · 
More· Lodging.Facilities . · . ·.· .. 
Electric, Water & ·Sewer Hookups '. · 

· at Campgrmmds ·· · 
Hpt Showers· at Gail1pgroun.ds · ·• 

· ···· · · More Fishing Opportunities 
More Horseback Riding Facilities 

. More Available Information · 
·· ·:More Swimming. Areas 

Other ( 60 Different Responses) · 

,f' 

·r._ ... 

. . 
. . 

·. · Percent'· of. S~1e 

~ ·. ~. . .. 

··12~5' 
9 •. 6 
'8.4. 
7.0 
6.4 
6.1 
s.2 · 
3.8 

~ .•• 2 
2.9 
2.0 

; 2. 0 
·2.0 
J. 7. 

27 . .2. 

. •'. ~ ''· . ' 
; . ; 

. : ': 

.·,!·': 

Nuinber of·. 
Respondents · ·· . 

. . ··: 
43 
33· ··zg' 

.· 24 . 
22 

·21-
18 
13 

11 
10 
7 
7 

-1 
. '6 

94·· 

· ••• !' 

I.· .. 



APPENDIX F 

Self-administered 

Mail-back Questionnaire 
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SECTION A. INFORMATION ON YOUR USE OF THE BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY 

To provide adequate facilities at the right times and places, recreation 
agencies need informa:tion on when and how parks are used. These nex-t 
questions will help supply this information. In answering the questions 
in this sec tiOn, please consider onl v trips to the oarkway made for 
recreational purposes. Do not include trips made for c·ommuting purposes. 

1. Did you visit the Blue Ridge Parkway between APRIL 1 and OCTOBER 31 
of 1978? 

Yes· ----No If no, skip to section C (Page 7) 

2. What is the usual number of people including yourself who trav.el witl) 
you on a visit to the' Blue Ridge Parkway? ----· 
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The· next three questions refer only to those viSits to the· ·Bl.ue Ridge 
Park.wav between APRIL 1 and OCTOBER 31 of 1978. 

Please read directions c.9.re·fully. These next 3 questions are extremely. 
important. 

J. a... How many .of your vis-its during the above period were. fQ_r ~ 
only .-- that is, vou r·et·urned home ori the· .. satne daV· v·ou left? 
·(Please Write in number_ o'f one-Q.ay visitS.':) ---.-·-

b. Please tell us the month and J.ny sec-c·.ions visited on each of your 
·most recent one.-,dav ~ts. Use the enclosed map to determine 
which sections you visited. Begin with your most recen·t trip and 
then work down the list through she fifth .most recent trip (if 
applicable). 

FOR EXAJ-lPLE, if the last· ti'me y•ou visfted' the Blue Ridge Parkway 
for a day was i,n August and you went to the :-!abry Mill area and 
the Peaks of Otter area, then you would circle your answers as 
indicated below. 

© @© (Your most recent tr~p Ap ~I J J s Oct c 

Circle Any 

D 

Aori1'-october 1978 TriE!s Circle Month of Vistt SaCtions V.isited 

4. 

Your most recent trip Ap :1 J J A .Oct A B c D 

2nd most recent trip Ap :1 J J A Oct A B c D 

3rd most recent trip Ap M J J A Oct A B c D 

C.th most recent trip Ap M J J A s Oct A B c D 

Sth most recent trip Ap ~! J J A s Oct A B c D 

.1. How many of your visits during the APRIL through OCTOBER 19i8 peI-iod 
were for e.ither 2 or 3 davs in a row (that is, you stayed overnight· 
away from ho.me)? ----

b. Again, using the enclosed map for refere:nce, please indi_cate below-, 
~ of the five sections of the· parkway which you vi.sited on each 
of your following 2 or 3 dav trios (if applicable). 

Circle :~ny 
AEril-Oc tober 1978 Trios Circle :-!on th of Visit Sections t/isited 

Your most rec enc: trip Ap :1 J J A Oct ·' c D 

2nd mo-st recent trip Ap :-! J A Oct A B c D 

Jrd r:iost recent trip Ap :1 J J A Oct A B c D 

E) 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

;'.,th most recen-r: trip Ap :-! J J A s Oct A B c D .E 

5th most recent trip Ap M J J A Oct A B c D E 
~ 
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4 

5. a .. ·How_-.ma.ny of vour visits during. the APRIL. through OCTOBER 1978 period 
were for 4 or more· aa-vs in a row? 

b. Again, using the enclosed map for reference, please ~.ndicate below, 
~Qf the five sect.ions of the parkway which you_ .v.is.i ted on each 
o.f your following 4. or more dav tri2s (if applicable}. 

Circle Any 
A2ril-October 1978 Tri Es Circle Month of Visit Sections Visited 

Your most recent trip Ap M J J A s Oct A B c D 

2nd most recent ttip Ap )[ J J A Oct A B c D 

3rd most recent trip Ap )! J J A Oct " B c D 

4th most recent trip Ap !·1 J J A s Oct A B c D 

5th most recent trip Ap M J J A s Oct A B c D 
\ 

6. Did you ever- arrange your 1978 visits co c:he: Blue R.idge Parkway ~o avoid 
crowded times or places·, even though the time or place you chose was not 
what you really wanted? (Please check one box for each.) 

a. avoided crowde'd times ,----.., 
L...-.1 yes LJ no 

b. avoid crowded£.!:!!.£!! ~ : ' yes ~no 

7. To judge how fmportant the -Parkway is for winter recreation we need 
to know about how many recreational .trips you made to the Parkway 
between NOVEMBER 1, 1977 and ~!ARCH 31, 1978. ---- (If none, 
please mark in zero.) 

How many of these trips visited: (see map) 

Section A ----
Sect.ion B 

Section c ----
Section D ----
Section E ----

8. Overall, .if you had to pt ck the· most important ~urpose for your tr.ips 
to che Blue Ri~ge Parkwjiy which ~ of ·the following pur?o!::es wou-ld ic 
be? Please co·nsider your winter trips separacely fror:i. :10ur Apr"i.l 
chrough October 1978 trips. (Please onlv check ~ne bdx fer Aoril-
October trips and ·one bo~ for winter trios.) 

a. Drive a.long the parkway 
specifically to loOk at 
scenery. 

:tajor Putpose for 
April-October Trios 

b. To. visit parkway fac"iliti.es 
such· as visitor ce['lters, 
demonstration are~s, _etc. 

c. To participate in outdo9r 
recreation activities Such 
as hiking, fishing, cam?ing, 
e:tc. 

~fajor Purpose. for 
h'inter Tri:::is 

E 

E 

E 

E 
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9. Blue ·Ridge Parkway ·facilities. have limited capacities. We need to ask 
this next question to determine which facilities are .the m6st popular 
and thus', which facilities may need to be managed better or possibly 
expanded. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 

18. 
·1_9. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 

27. 
28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 

37. 
38. 
39. 

For those specific Blue Ridge Parkway facilities you have used 
between APRIL 1 and OCTOBER 31 of 1978; please circle the 
appropr_iate number -of titnes it.-was used during .this time period 
only. 

Lodges and Cabins 

Peaks of Otter (milepost 85.6) 
Rocky Knob Cabins (milepost 174) 
Doughton Park (milepost 239) 
Mt. Pisgah I_nn (milepost 408.6) 

Restaurants 

Whetstone Ridge (milepost 29) 
Otter Creek (milepost 60.8) 
Peaks of Otter (milepost 85.6) 
Mabry Mill (milepost 176 .1) 
Doughton Park (milepost 239) 
Mt. Pisgah (milepost 408.6) 
Crabtree Mead~ws .(milepost 339) 

Visitor ··Centers 

Humpback Rocks (milepost 5.'8) 
Otter Creek (milepost 63.6) 
PE!!iks.of_Otter (milepost 86) 
Mabry Mill (milepost 176.1) 
Museum of N. c. minerals 
(milepost 331) 
Craggy Gardens (milepost 364.6) 

Picnic Areas 

Humpback Rocks (milepost 8; 4) 
Peaks of dtter. (inilepost 86) 
Smart·View (milepost 154·.5) 
Rocky Knob (milepost 169) 
Groundhog Mtn. (milepost 188;8) 
Cumberland Knob (milepost 217.5) 
Doug]lton Park (milepost 2i,o) 
E. B .. Jeffress Park (mil.,post 272) 
Julian Price Memorial Park 
(milepost 296.6) 
Linville Falls (milepost 316;5) 
Cr_abtree Meadows (milepost 
340.3) ' 
Craggy Gardens (milepost 367.6) 
Mt. Pisgah (milepost 408.6) 

Campgrounds · 

Otter Ct eek (milepost 60. 8) 
Pe.aks of Otter· (milepost 86) 
Roanoke Mtn. (milepost 120.4) 
Rocky _Knob (milepost 16 7) 
Doughton Park (milepost 240) 
Juli.an Price Memarial Park 
(milepost_297.l) 
Linville Falls (milepost 316. 3) 
Crab tree Meadows· _(milepost: 339) 
Mt. Pisgah (milepost 408.6) 

Number of Vis.its 

1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

l 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

1 2 
l 2 

3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 

3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 

5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 

3 4 
3 4 

l 
1 

.1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 ' 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 

6-10 ll-15 
6-10 11-15 
6-10 11-15 
6-10 11-15 

6-10 
F-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 

11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 

6-10 11-15 
6-10 11-15 
6-10' 11-15 
6-10 11-15 

6-10 11-15 
6-10 :·.1-15 

6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 

11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 

1 ' 2 
1 2 

3 4 
3 4 

5 6-10 
5 6-10 

ll'-15 
11-15 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

l 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 4 
3 4 
3 4 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

5 ' 6-10 
5 6-10 
5 6-10 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

6-10 
6-10 
6~10 

6-10 
6-10 

6-10 
6-10 
6-10 
6-10 

ll-15 
11-15 
11-15 

11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 

11-15 
11-15 
11-15 
11-15 

16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 

16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
16+ 
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SECTION B. YOUR PREFERENCES FOR BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY ATTRACTIONS 

Different .pe~ple enjoy diff~ren·t act.ivities and p1aces. To help planners 
dec.id·e on what services and facilities to provide. for different groy.ps· of 
parkway visitors •...re need to ask about your specific reasons for visiting 
the parkway. 

1. Considering all of your 1978 visits to the Blue Ridge Parkway, check 
how irnportan-c· the foilowfng reasons were when vou decided to visit the 
se~tions yoU went to. (Please answer everv reason.) 

l. Hiking tra.ils in area 
2. HorsePack riding 
3. Canipgrounds 

4. Picn.ic Areas 
S. Visitor Centers 
6. Restaurants on Parktvay 

7. Parkway lodges & cabins 
8. Camp·scotes 
9. Short tr a Us with 

informational signs or 
brochures in. are·a 

1.0. Historic sites 
11. Interpretive programs and 

talks by park rangers 
12. ~tany Parkway facilities 

in ·one- place 

13. Fishing 
14. Close to ~ational Forest 

land and State Parks 
15. Close to home 

16. Large amoUnt ~f fores_ted 
lands surrounding_ the 
Pa.rkway 

17. High moun-ta i.ns 
18. Isolated, from towns and 

0 t.her de-velOpments 

** PLEASE SKIP TO SECTIO~ D (Page 8) ** 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 
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SECTION C. ''* This section only for those people who did not visit the 
Bllle Ridge Parkway in 1978. 

To adequat.ely serve ·.ill of th.e peop.le of the Blue. Ridge region, recreation 
planners need information noc- jusr. on the people presently using· the Blue 
~.idge Parkway but aiso on the people who do not use the .Parkway. Thi"s next 
question is extremely important towards aiding future planning decisions. 

!. Please check how. important each of the following was .:is a reason causing 
you.!:!.£!· to visit the Parkway this last year (Aoril l through OC:tober 31, 
1978)-. (Please. answer· everV r·eason even if it is not- ltnportan·t to you.) 

1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Lack of time 
Lack of transportation 
Parkway too crowded 

Not interested in avail-
.:i.bl~ Parkway activities 
.Prefer co vi.sit Other 
parks or state -and 
national :forests 

6. Have very young c·h.ildren 

7. Too exp·ensive to visit 
8. B~en ·to Parkway too 

many. ttmes 'i.n the past 
9, Other members of family 

do nqc., enjoy .the Parkway-

10. Not enough facil i.tie·s 
on the .. Parkway 

11. ~at e:nough activiti.es 
on -the Parkway 

12. Lack of equ.ip~ent 

13. Too fa.r to drive 
14. Too muc~· developmen.t 

on Parkway 
15. Had no information on 

Parkway.:.cicti.vi.ttes & 
facilities 

16. Health reasons 
17. Other a.~~~~~~~~ 

~::-... 
~~ ~ -
~ .. 
:i ~ 

)" 
) 
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SECTION C. •'<* This section only for those people who d ld not vis.it the 
Blue Ridge Parkway ln 1978. 

To adequately sen:e all of the ;:ieop~e Of the Blue Ridge region, recC"eati.on 
planners need information not just on the people presently using the Blue 
Ridge Parkway but also· on the people who do noi:: use the P.:irkway. This next 
question is extremely important towards aiding future planhing dec~sions. 

1. Please check how important ~ach of the following was as a reason c.:iusi~g. 

vou not to visit the Parkway this last year (Aoril l through October 31, 
1978~ (Please answer everv reason even if it is not import~nt to you.) 

Reasons 

1. 

3. 

5. 

Lack of time 
Lack of transportac.i9n 
Parkway too crowded 

~ot interested in a.vail-
~ble Parkway activities· 
Preier to visit other 
parks or state and 
national forests 

6. Have ver~1 young children 

7. Too expensive to visit 
8. Been to Patkway too 

many times in the past 
9. Other :nembers -of family 

do not enjoy the Parkway 

10. Not enough facllitics 
on the Parkway 

1.1. ~:ot ~nough activities 
on the Parkway 

12. Lack of equipment 

13. Too far to drive 
14. ToO.- muC.h-development 

on Parkway 
15. Had no information on 

Parkway activities & 
"facilities 

16. Heal th reasons 
17. Other a·--------

-· 
~ 

~.,~ 

( 

~ -
' -

.. ...: 
~ •. -.. .. 

-
-
-. 

) 
)' 

., 

:.-: 
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SECTION E. BACKGROUND INFORMhTION 

Fina'liy, we ·would like to ask a few ques.tions about yourse.lf for statistical 
purposes. All information is confidential and will not be identified with 
your name. 

l. Do you ever use the Blue Ridge Parkway for commuting. purposes? 

Yes----
No. " ----

2. What town do you Live in or what is the nearest town to you? 

(town) 

3. About how many miles do you live from the nearesc entrance point on the 
Blue Ridge Parkway? 

4. In what state did you live most of the time before your ~ighteenth 
birthday? 

(state) 

5. In wh.ich of the following kinds of places did you S?end the ·'.!last ti:n~ 
while growinf up? (Circle one letter.) 

a. on .a farm or ranch 
b. in the countl:-y but not on a •farm. or ranch 
c. in a small town (2,500 or fewer people) 
d. in a town or small city (between 2,500 and 25 '000 people) 
e. in a city (between .25, 000 and 100,000 people) 
f. in a suburb of a )ar~e city 

•· ·tn a large city (over 100,000 people) 

6. In what type of community do you now live? 

a. on a farm or ranch 
b. in the country but not on a farm 0r ranch 
c. in· a small town (2,500 or fewer people) 
d. in a town or small city (between 2.500 and 25.000 pecpl~) 
e. in a c.ity (between 25,000. and 100,000 ?•ople) 
f. in a suburb of a large c i t:i 
g. in a _large city (over 106,000 people) 

7. How long have you lived i.n your present county? 

8. How long have you 1 ived in a county ;.;hich is adjacent to the 8L1e 
Ridge Pa~kway'? ---- (years) 

9. Your age: -·--- (years) 

10. ...\re you: 

a. 
b. 

female----
11ale 
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10 

11. Are you currently :narried? 

a. Yes ----b. :io 

12. Do you have children um:ier five years old living with you? 

a. Yes 
b. :lo 

13. Do you have chtldren between and 17 years old living with you? 

a. Yes 
b. :lo 

14. Taking into cons.ideration all sources of income, what was your total 
fo.rnily income beiore taxes in 1977? 

a. Less than S3,000 
b. 3,000 to 5,999 
c. 6,000 to 9,999 ----d. 10,000 to 14,999 ----e. 15,000 to 24,999 
f. 25,000 to 34,999 
g. 35,000 to 49,999 ----h. 550,000 or more 

lj. 1.~hat is the h.ighest year of formal schooling you have completed so fat"? 

a. 0-4 years 
b. 
c. 
J. 
e. 

h. 
L. 

5-8 years 
some high school 
technical school instead of high school 
completed high school (12 years) 
,pose hig.h school business school/trade school 
1-3 years of college 
~ompleted colle~e 

J.dvanced degree 

Thank you! These are all ot· the questions. If there are any cor:tments you 
wish to r:iake, please use the blank pages· at the .:!Od of the ques~ionna,ire 
for that purpose. 

Your contribution to this study i.s great.ly appreciated. If you would like 
a ~ummary of the results. please print your name and address on the back 
uf the recurn envelope (NOT ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE). "" will see chat you 
get a copy of the results. 
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COW!GI! 01' AGRlct!LnJRI! AND LI.FE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE .AND ST .A TE UNIVERSITY 

B'4cksburg, Virginia 24061 

scHOOL OP POIU!S'I'llY ANO WII.DUPE RESOURCES (703) 961·,481 

Dear Blue Ridge Resident: 

We need your help! 

As you probably know, many. federal agencies• are responsible for managing large 
recreation areas such as the Blue Ridge Pa:rkway. Pa19tmanagement of these areas 
has been largely geared towards the "average" user with little consideration 
for specific type• of visitors. In recent years, however, the National Park 
Service, Forest Service, aud other agencies have expressed increasing interest 
in the people living close by these recreation lands. The National Park 
Service in particUlar wishes to develop and manage their lands in ways which 
will provide benefits to nearby residents. To achieve this goal, '1,nformation 
is needed abput how area residents use this land, and about the opinions and 
preferences of these local users. 

To provide s0111e of this information, we are conducting a survey of residents 
living near the Blue Ridge hrkway in North Carol;i,na and Virginia. We want to 
learn a little about how and when you use the Blue Ridge Parkway and about your 
favorite areas and activities. You are one of a small .number of people living 
near the Blue Ridge Parkway who have been sciei:u:ificaily -selected' ·to participate 
in this study •. Because only a small number of Blue .Ridge mountain residents 
were.selected, you:r personal participation is essential towards making this 
survey representative and usefUl. We are. very interested in the opinio.ns of 
both those who use the parkway and.those who don't. 

The questiom:i.air.e cl:lntaillS an identification number for mailing purposes only. 
Your answers will be held in strict confidence. All results will be analyzed 
in such a way that answers on .any single question cannot be identifi.ed with you. 

Please take time ,to complete the ~nclosed questionnaire and return it to us. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your ~onvenience. If you 
woUld like a copy of the survey results, please print your name and address 
on. the back of the return envelope. 

Your help in this study will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

G. (,Y. Buhyoff 
Assistant Professor 
Forestry 

GJB/SBW/ddn 

Enclosures 

I 
·s. B. Williams 
Research Assistant 
Forestry 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ANO LIFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA. POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STA.TE UNIVERSITY 

. Bliuksburg, Virginia 24061 

SCHOOL OF l'ORESTRY AND WILDUfE. RESOURCES (7Pll 961-l48I 

November 28, 1978 

Dear Blue Ridge Resident: 

You should recently have received a survey sent .to only a small 
portion of the many people liv:i.ng iri counties which are adjacent to 
the Blue Ridge Parkway. Because .. only a small sample of Blue Ridge 
residents are contacted, your participation in this survey becomes 
critical in guiding decisions concerning the future of the. Blue· Ridge 
Parkway. 

As a resi.dent living in the Blue Ridge mountains, you have 
direct access to a major recreation resource. The value of the Blue 
Ridge Parkway to you and your neighbors depends, however, on its 
proper management. This study is an opportunity for you, as an area 
resident, to express your personal experiences· anc feelings. 

As of today, we have· not received your completed questionnaire. 
We hope it is in the mail or that you will take the time to complete 
the enclosed copy. If you would like to· know the responses of other 
Blue Ridge residents, please print your name and address on the back 
of the return envelope. 

Sincerelv 

Gregory .I. ~'uhycff, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Forestry 

GJB/JDW/ddn 

Encl. 

I 
S. B. Williams 
Graduate Research ,\ssistant 
Forestry 
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COWGE OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE S<:U!NCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STA TE UNIVERSITY 

Bla&ltrb•rg, Virgin;.. 24061 

SC..iOOL OF FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES 170~) 961-5481 

Dear Blue Ridge Resident: 

We. want to be of he:lp to you. In order to properly manage 
the Blue Ridge Parkway for the benefit ofarea residents we need 
to know your p1•eference:s, problems .you. have experienced, and places 
you have visited. This• infonnation. will be important. in ·guiding 
future decisions concerning budgeting, com:tructionplans, 
maintenance practices and so forth. 

We have already heard from many of the people we have contacted, 
but we have not heard from you.· Please don't assume your answers 
would not be valid or useful because you may have !ladhttle or nc· 
experience w1tli ·the Blue Ridge Parkway. The questionnaire contains 
questions which apply to any area resident. The goal of the survey 
is to provide infcTI'lla.tion about the actions and attitudes of ail 
area residents ar01.md the Blue Ridge Parkway, including those -who 
have. never visited the parkway. 

Your participation in this survey is vital. Please complete 
the questionnaire and send. it to us in the enclosed postage~.paid 
envelope. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory J. BUhyo'tP' 
Assistant Professor 
Forestry 

GJB/SBW/ddn 

Encl. 

I 
Stephen B. Williams 
Research· Assistant 
Forestry 
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Introduction: 

''Hi, my name is I'm a research assistant at 
Virginia Tech in BlackSbur.g, Virginia. We he:re are in the process of 
finishing up some research which will be used to improve the ma.Iiagement 
of the Blue Ridge Parkway. .As part of the study, we have been sending 
you a survey to gain some opinions and information frcmthe public. 
Have you been recei'\l'ing these surveys?" · 

I If yes: 

Yesc::J .. 
I 

No CJ 
.;. 
II 

"Well, to make sure the infonnation we now have really represents 
the way people feel and to improve our research methods we need to ask 
why you did not return the questionnaire?" 

"OK, thank you. Would you mind if I asked just a few questions which 
will improve our present findings a whole lot?" 

Do not mind D Do mind CJ 
+ 

(Go to next page) 

II If no: 

Oh, then our addre:;s must have been wrong or something. Anyway, 
you should have been getting a small booklet which asked. certain questions 
about your use of the Parkway and other basic information. Yoti see, 
the Park Service is interested in making the Parkway inore. enjoyable for 
people who live close to it. We sent out these surveys to a small 
sample of people in NC and VA this fall to try and detenrine how the 
Parkway might be improved for you. Anyway, at this time we would just 
like to ask you a few quesitons which will really add a lot to the 
information we gained from those who did respond and also to make sure 
our survey sample really does represent the region's. people. OK? 

Yesc:J .. 
(next page) 
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l. Did you visit the Blue Ridge Parkway between April and October of 
1978? 

Yesc:J Noc:J (If NO skip to next page 

1. About how many trips did you make dm'ing this period?------

2. Were any of those trips for longer than just l day? Yes D _ (numbe:r) 

No D 
3. Did you make any trips to the Parkway last winter (Le. November 

through March)? 

Yesc:J Noc::J 
+ 

About how many? __ _ 

4. About how many people usually go with you on these trips?-----

S. Did you ever arrange your 1978 visits to the Blue Ridge Parkway to 
avoid crowded times or places, even though the time or place you 
chose was not what you teally wanted? 

a. avoided crowded times 

b. avoided crowded places 

c::JYes 

LJYes 

Skip to Page 4 

CJ No 

CJ No 



.. 
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(If you. did not visit the Parkway in 1978) 

1. What would you say were the ma.j.or reasons why you did not visit the 
Blue Ridge Parkway last year? 

1. 

z. 

3 • 

Go to Page 4 
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1. Have you ever visited the Blue Ridge Parkway before 1978? 

Yes 0 No c:J (Skip to 2) 
+ .· 

About how many times? __ _ 
+ 

Do you think the scenic beauty of the Parkway is getting better, 
worse or the same? · 

betterQ sameQ worseQ 

2. Do you think you will visit the Blue Ridge Parkway for re6reational 
purposes iri: the next year? 5 years? 

yesc:J noO 
(year) 

yes r-1 no 0 . --rs years) 

3. Do you ever use the Parkway .for conmruting purposes? 

yesc=J noc:J 

(Justify next questions) . -- OK. Now these last few questie>ns are what 
wt~ call backgj:ound variables. We need to ask these to ensure that our 
sample has given all different types of .people a chance to respond. In 
other waords, we don't want our sample, say, to be just all city 
residents or all country residents. We want a fair mixture, just like 
it really is. · · 

4. In what type of cOJlDlDJJlity do you now live? • 
~------------------~ 

5. How long have you lived in your county? 

6. How old are you? 

7. Are you married? Yes D Noc=J 

8. Do you have children i.mder S years of age living with you? Yes CJ No c:J 

9. Do you have children between 4 & 17 years old living witt. you? 

Yesc=J Noc:J 

10. .And finally, what is the highest level of education you have 
completed? 
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A STUDY OF BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY USE BY AREA 

RESIDENTS WI1H 1HE DEVELOPMENT ··oF 

A DEMAND MJDEL 

by 

Stephen Bruce. Williams 

(ABSTRACT) 

The purpose of this study was to collect specific infonnation on 

the characteristics and intensity o:t local Blue Ridge Parkway use and 

tq use the collected infonnation to develop a recreation demand model 
i 

of local Parkway visitation. . Data was obtained through use· of a self-
1 . 

I 

a<frinistered mail-back questionnaire which was sent to a random sample 

of people who live in the 29 counties adjacent to the Parkway •. ·Forty-
! - . 

seven percent or 322 of those contacted returned the questionnaire. 
I 

Ad.ditional information was also obtained through telephone interviews 
i 

w$th 44 other local residents. 

I Results of the study indicated that in 1978 alone, over half of 
I . . .. . 

the. local residents sttldied.· had visited the Parkway· . Mos. t use,· over 
··· 1 . 

I 

·. 9tj percent, was for_ trips lasting only one day, however~ Facilities 

c~1osely related to day~use activities were the most ·popular: These 

irlC:luded picnic areas, restaurants, and visitor centers. The findings 

also indicated that local visitorswere.relatively satisfie.dwith 

· Park.way management. Close to 40 percent of the respondents thought the 



scenic beauty of the Parkway had improved over the years, mainly 

because of better maintenance practices. 

Two recreation demand models were developed which use three 

variables (i.e. , distance, altema ti ve recreation sites, and population 

density) to predict visitation from various local visitor origins to 

different Parkway area?. The derived model estimates indicated that 

about one-fourth of all Parkway visits in 1978 were one-day visits 

made by area residents. 
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lllue Ridge Park\\a). a untl nf the '\latinnal P.trk 
~\stem, extends 4(19 miles through the southern Ap-
p.ilac.:h1ans, past v1st.is of 4uiet natural beaut) <llld 
rural lan<ls1.:apcs light!) shaped h] the actt\ities ot 
man. Designed especially for motor recrcatllll1, the 
parkv,a\ pro\ ides quiet, ki~urcl] 1ravcl, free from 
c.:ummerc1al development and congestion of high-speed 
highways. No ordinary road. it follO\\S mounta111 
crests tu link Shenandoah National Park in northern 
'v irginia and Great Smoky \1ountains Nal10nal Park 
in North Carolina aml Tennessee. 

Ynu travel the Southern I lighlamh. a land of 
f,1rcsted mountains. c\qui'iite during the flowering 
-;pring. cool in the green summer. colorful m the 
red autumn. Views are enlivened hy highland farms. 
""ho'c split-rail fences. weathered ca him. aml gra) 
hams compose the "hill culture:· 

Rhododendron. azalea. \\hite pine. and other 
nalln: plants hllfder the roadsides. Overlooks. camp-
grounds. picnic area'>. trails .• 111d v,.a) side exhibits 
all euntri hutc to mal..e ) our visit a memorable 
nwtonng athentlln.' 

The Appalachian Mountains, re<1chmg from Maine to 
(1corg1.1. .ire a broad nhhon of man} parallel ranges 
connectc<l h) cross range' and tumbled mountains 
and hills l rorn Shenandoah National Park for 355 
mile\. the park'-".t) follow' the Billi' Ridge Moun-
tatns. caskrn rampart of the t\ppalach1ans 1 hen. 
,i..irting the southern cn<l of the massiv..: Rlack \Ioun-
taim. 11 \\cave' through the C raggics, the Pisgah\. 
and the Balsams It) the Great Smokies. This is a 
region of ancient. rugged mountains and deep . nar-
ro'' coves and valley\. 

People of the hills. The physiograph) of the 
5outhcrn Highlands h.is din:ctl} influenced the his-
tt1n ol ih 111hah1tanl\. <ltctating v,hcre the Indian 
should live and turning the tide, of \\h1tc immigra-
t ion bet\\ ccn 11\ hills. The first pioneers settled in 
the ,-,die\' and hl'c.1me prospcroL1'. I hose arriving 
later took up progrcssiv...I) more isolated home-
steads. I hq cut the trees .dim\ ing the nch topsoil 
tn \\ash .m.1). I hus l\.ts sd in motion a proces\ 
\\ hich gr.iduall) 1m1Kncrished hoth land :rnd settlers 

llluc Ridge P.1rk1\a) 'tells·· the stor) ut these 
hi:r .:cl) i ndcpendcnt people. .1 st or~ still hctng 

\Hillen on the I ace of th is hmJ 1\hcre crop' .tn<l 
cahms hang on the hillside-. The mountain people 
sang their ballaJ, and passed them from p.ircnt tL' 
child h\ \\Ord of mouth. l heir musical 11htrnmenh 
v,erc the fid<llc. banjo, and guitar. which are still 
used to accompan) songs and folk dance' The 
cro-,,road country store is the huh of communit) life 
during the week. while the rural church becomes the 
center on Sunda1. 

lmprm ed roads, electricity. rad1m, and television 
have changed the way of life in the mountains. 
hut center' have been estahlisheJ v, here the old 
handicrafts are taught and practiced. Hamlicraft 
articles. in gre<1t uemaml. are available at uutleh 
along the parkwa). 

W ild animals abound along the parkway. When the 
sun is high. chipmunl..s and squirrels chitter and chat. 
At night, striped skunks. bobcats, foxes. opossums. 
and raccoons forage along roadsides and in forests. 
White-tailed deer and black bear are easily recog-
nized but ~eldom seen. Watch for them in early 
morning or early evening. 

!'he parkway lies along a major bird migration 
route. Jn earl) spring more than I 00 species. inclurJ-. 
ing many \varblcrs. grace forests and fields. Some 
migrants jom the year-round residents and remain 
to rear young. w hi le others continue nortlh~·ard. 

Wild animals arc a delight and a privilege to 
observe I real them \\t th respect: after all, we arc 
the guests 

When ta visit . Because of it~ length and range m 
elcvallon. the \\hole park w;n seldom experiences 
the same \\Cather ell the same time. l\1mt visitors 
come in summer. hlll spring and autumn are 
pleasant. too . .tnd the park\\a) is less crowded thw. 

< ·ampgrounds. picrnc areas. and other '1sitor 
.1ecommodat1ons ,ire open l\lay I through Octohcr. 
( iui<led an<l self-gu1dmg -.. a ll..-.. evening nature 

tulks. museum and roadside c\hihits. and other 
forms of interprcti ng the par kl\ a) comprise the 
natur.tlist program. I he lull program • ., 111 opera-
tion J unc through Labor Day. 

A visit in winter can be delightful. but snow or ice 
may cause tcmporar; closure of the parkway The 
entire road may be closed for longer periods in winter 
when hazardous driving conditions exist. 

The flowering season. Spring is slow to arrive along 
Blue Ridge Parkway. The forests arc bare when 
dogwood blooms late in April. Gradually the trees 
leaf out <1nd hy mid-May the) are green to 4,000 
feet elevation. Fraser magnolia blooms a creamy 
white. Each day widens the band of green, until 
suddenly, spring is everywhere. 

Azalea, rhododendron, and mountain-laurel abound 
in the Southern Highlands. Because of the wide 
range in elevation ( 649 to 6.053 feet), peal.. blooming 
occurs at different times and places along the park-
\\ ay. 

Tf }OU visit in mid-May. or a litt le before. flame 
azalea will most likely be at its best south of 
Roanoke to Rocky Knob the fine display in the 
high 111ountains west of Asheville occurs about the 
middle of June. I n mid-Ylay you might al<.o sec 
mountain-laurel in bloom along Otter Creek north of 
James River-elsewhere in the park\\a) it bloo111' 
during the first :! weeks in June. 

During the fir~t week in June. dense thickets of 
catawba rhododendron overnow with purple north of 
Peaks of Otter to Onion Mountain and along the 
blufTs of Doughton Park. In Craggy Gardens and 
through the Balsams. however. the b loom comes 
soon after mid-J une. White rhododendron is '>howy 
from the end of June to late July. 

Wildflowers are colorful throughout sprmg, sum-
mer. and autumn. 

LOOKING GLASS ROCK. Mil 1-. 417 

Autumn b r ings color in late September \\hen dog-
wood. sourwood and hlackgum turn dct·p ro.:d Rut 
most ot the forest remains green until earl\ 0-::toher. 
l hen. bright patches grov, each da\ .• i- color 
advances to a mid-month peak. 

Earl) in October. birch. buckeye, poplar. and 
beech become masses of yellow. Leaves of the 
tuliptree arc blends uf brown and yellO\\: sassatras 
turns a vivid orange The bright red berries of 
mountain ash arc conspicuous. No tree ad<ls more 
brilliance than red maple. "( olor King of the 
Southern Appal.ichians... On mountaintops and 
ridge'>. hickories have a leather) sheen. Late in 
Octohcr. \\hen other trees begin to fade. oaks add 
the final tones ot red . 

~ ;g • c 0 

"' • .... 
Visi tor· use "' "' c u .. c 

Areas ~ ii. ~ en "' .. .,, "' c . ~ ·~ -" .! 0 0 .,, E c ~ ~ 0 
~ 0 0 a > ~ ... Cl -' u ci: ::c u: 

Humpba<k Ro<ks 5 8 x x x 
Whetstone Ridge 29 x )( 

Otter Creek 60.9 x x x x x x x 
Peaks of Otter 86 x x x x x x x x x 
Roanoke Mountain t 20.4 x x 
Smart View 154.5 x 
Ro<ky Knob 169 x x x x x 
Mabry Mill 176 1 x x 
Cumbuland Knob 217.5 x x 
Doughton Park 241.1 x x x x x. x x x 
Ch.,ry Hill 257 x x 
E B. Joffross Pork 272 x x 

Moses H Cone 294 1 x x x 
Mem Park 

Jul on Price 297 1 x x x x x 
Mem Pork 

l1nv1.le Foils 316.4 x x x x x 
Crabtree Meadows 339.5 x x x x x x 
Craggy Gardens 364. 6 x x x 
Mount Pisgah 408.6 x x x x x x x 

Visitor-use area s are marked by this 
emblem. In the m may be locat ed p icnic 
a reas and cam pgrounds, visit or cen· 
t ers, exhibits, t ra ils, food , ga s, lad9ing, 
and comfort stations. See map narra· 
t ive for facilities in a particula r place. 

Resta urants, gas stations, and lodging arc <1Va1lable 
along the park\\ .ty \1ay 1 through October. except 
for Peaks of Otter lodge which is open ,di 1 car. 
Reservations for lodging arc ad\ isablc. 

i'ACILlIY COl\CESSIO"il::R ADDRl'SS 

Peaks of Otter Virgi111,1 Pea"-s 
Lodge of Otter Co. 

Rocky Knob 
Cabrns 
(June through 
Lahm Du)) 

Blutls Lodge 
(In Doughlun 
Park) 

Pi'>gah Inn 

'.\ational Park 
Concessions. 
Inc. 

'lational Park 
Concessions, 
Inc. 

Pisgah Inn, 
Inc. 

Box 489. lledtord, 
VA 24523 

McadO\~S of Dan, 
V \ :!.:11:!0 

I :turcl Springs. 
NC :!8644 

Route 2, 
Box 375 A 
Canton. J'..C :!X716 

A \\ ide range o l accommodations ts a\ atlahle 111 

IO\\ns and cities near the parkwa) . 

Camping. The nine parkway campgrounds are open 
May t hrough October only, hut limited camping fa-
cilities are available 111 winter at Otter Creel,,, Roanoke 
:\lountain. Price Park. and L mv1lle Falb. 

Drinking water and comforl station' arc provided, 
hut no shower or laundn facliitie'> are available. 
Sites in each eampgwund are de,ignatcd for trailer 
ll\C. hut none is equipped for utility connect11lns. 
Sanitan dumping stations for trailers are provided at 

HIGH!\'\;!) \II \ IX>WS. DOl'(iHTO~ PARJ..: 

Otlt'r Creek. Peak'> of Oller. Roan0ke \lol111t.1in. 
Rocky Knob. and \1ount Pisgah campgroumk Fach 
campsile has a tahlc and fircpl.tcc 

I imitcd eamping 'uppltes arc .tvatlahlc .11 1110,t 
park wa) gas stations. Camping is limited lLl 14 <la) s 
an<l camp'>itc'> ma} not be rc'>cr>cd. 

Picnic grounds \\1th parking spaces. t,rhlcs. fireplaec. 
drtnking v, •• tcr. trash l'ans, and com tort st.itions arc 
provi<led tn moq of the vi.,1tor-use ar<.'as 

Picnic tables arc also placed 111 a number of park-
ing areas north of Roanoke and \H''t of A\he\'illc 
\Vatch for the owrlook-ahe.id S) mhol. a "P1cnte 
Tahle'' sign under it indicalt:s table locations. 

Tra ils. The \I or<l "trail" umk1 .in overlook-ahead 
'>ymhol 1s 1our in\l!atron tn kave the ca1 tor a walk 
through the woo<ls 'iomc of lhe trails are short leg-
stretchers and take onh 10 tu 20 minutes fllUnd 
trip : other., \\ill lal-.c the best part of an hour. or 
longer. 1 he longer trails ma\ he 'teep 111 places. 
hut 1oung an<l ol<l \\alk them 1\ 1thout ditllcult; 
Sclt-gu1drng tr.db begin at some ot the merlooks: 
) ou \\ 111 knov, them h1 the s4uirrel-rillc-and-po\Hler-
horn s} mbol on the trail sign. I hcv oiler e\plan-
alon. markers or " hook let I\ ith notes keyed to 
numhercd slakes. I ra ils arc described in the mile-
post guide of this folder. 

Many miles of c\ccllcnt hiking ar,· :l\ .ulahlc at 
Peaks of Otter. Rod v Knob. Doughton Pail-. .• ind 
Cone Memorial Park. (l1ilh Creek l rail at Cum-
bcrlan<l Knoh is .1 f;ivoritc during the .111t11mn. 

I he <\pp.ilachi.in Tr.i I rt'ughl} parallels the park-
wa;.. from \Iii.: 0 <1t RocJ...fr.,h G.ip to \file 103. 
v.hcre the trail takes .i more \1cstcrl1 route tO\\ard 
the ( 1 rc,ll Smok} \I ount.i ins .md ( iL•orgi,t. Shelters. 
I da\ \ hike .1p;11t. .trc .ivailahlc on a first-conw. 
firq-sencd basis all ,1long the Appalachian lr:til. 
lnform.ition ahnut the trail ma) he ohta111ed from 
lhc Appalachian Trail ConfcrcnCL'. P.O. B1)\ 2J6. 
Harpers I-err). \.\'V 2"-+25. 

Fishing. Streams and lal..es ,dong the parkl•ay are 
primarily trout v, ,1tcrs State fishing licenses arc 
required and State regulations appl). Temporar) 
licenses can be purchased b) park\\ ay \ 1,i or,. 

Six vis itor centers arc focal pmnh of the naturalist 
program. h1ch center features a different part of the 
rcgron·s natural or h11m.111 hisk)f\. and ha1, det,11lcd 
informatron ahout that section of parb\ay and gen-
eral intormatinn .1hout the enlirc parl,,\\a)'. 

Visitor centers 1rc open Ma: through October-
daily. mid-June through Labor Da). an<l part tune 
during the rest of the seas(ln. Park rangers are <'n 
dutv to help you 

Int erpret ive a ctivities. In summer. g 1ided \\alks are 
conducled an<l special li\'mg h1st<ll1 prll~r.1ms arc.: 
prcscnled at points of inte1est along thl' Par~"""'· 
You arc aho invited to atlend e\cnrng talk'. •\Lti,ities 
arc listed m the free \ isitor acti' it1cs hlldc1. Oh1.1in a 
copy at an) visitor center . 

Craft de monstrations and sale~. ~fahry \.1ill (.\-file 
176.1) is an operating, water-pow11red gristmill with 
a blacksmith shop. Apple butter and sorghum 
molasses are made the oldtime way durmg autumn 
weekends. Brinegar Cabin ( M tic 238.5), in an 
authentic setting, offers demonstrations of weaving 
on an old mountain loom. Textile handicraft articles 
are for sale. 

Northwest Trading Post (Mile 258.6) is a coun-
try store, Jisplayi ng and selling nati vc handicrafts 
and produce of the surroundmg region. 

Parkway Craft Center (\II tic 294) from time to 
time presents demonstrations of v,eaving, rugmaking, 
gemcutting, and other crafts by members of the 
Southern Highland Handicraft Guild. In the Pioneer 
Museum are displayed weaving. basketry, furniture, 
kitchen utensils. and tools of the cottage crafts. The 
guild also has handicraft articles for sale. 

Facilities far swimming .ire a\ .iil,1blc in nearby l .S. 
Forc't ScnteL' recre;1t1on areas. State Parks. and 
mountain re-,orts. I he lakes. ponds. and st1c.11'1S 
along the p.1rk\\,1y arc for lhhing and sci:nic hL'.tUt\: 
thl') arc not suitable lor ,-..1111m111g 

Boats v,1thout m1)for or ,ail .trc permitted on l'nce 
Lake. hut boats arc 11llt permitted ,,n an~ nther 
park\\a\ waters 

Your safety. D 1) not ,dlov. \our \ I'll t l hi.. spo1kd 
b; , n JLCtttcnl [ lfnrh h,t"l' bcl'n mnd e to prm 1d1.: 
lor ;our s,1fcty but 1h1.:1c a1~ stll haz.ird, \\ hu .. h 
requ re \t>Ur akr tness ,1'1d \t 11. J1l, F x1.:rc 1 ~c con 
'lWn sen e nd c.:.1utwn 

Help protect the parkway. I h1' ts )t>Llr parkv-,1\ 
Help us in protcctmg it l e.tvc shruh' .rnd v,ild 
llower\ for others to enJO). Drive carclu•I). Speed 
limit ts 45 n11les per hour Report an) .iccidcnt ltl 
a par!.. ranger. Vchicks hcing used cnmmcrL·i.dh 
.ire not .i llowe<l on the park"" <II. 

Plca\c do not lhrow tr.tsh lrom 1011r car . l 'c 
the rcccptaelcs .1t parking and ptenic areas 

Please. no swimming in parkwa) lakes anJ ponds 
I 'ire ts the archencm) of the parb\a\. Use the 

fireplaces m campgrounds and picnie areas Displ''e 
of hurning matches and t<,baceo s,1fcl) 

Protect wildlife Watc.:h for animals as 1ou drive 
and-fo1 your O\\ll safety as v,.cll as theirs a\otd 
hittmg them. Hunt ing is prohibited in this v,.ildlifc 
<>anctuar.. 

Pel\ must be kept on le.1sh o r nlhen\ 1-;e under 
physical control. No ,1nimab ma) be turned lt>ose on 
parkv,ay I.ind «l an) time 

Adm inist ra tion. Rlue Ridge Parl..wa\ est thltshc<l on 
June 'lO. 1916. is administered h) the '\;at10nal Pail.. 
()enicc, U.S Department of the Interior 

-'\ supcnntcndcnt. whose address i' P 0. Rox 
7606. Ashe\ illc. NC :!81'07. is in immediate cha rgc 
of the parkwa\. 

As the Nation's prin;ipal C<'nsen .it ion age11c1. the 
Department of the Interior ha'> hasic rcsp0n ... ibiliti.cs 
to protect and conserve our land and water. encrg) 
an<l minerals. fbh .md wildltfc. park and recrcattQn 
areas. a n <l lor the \\-he use of all those rcsmnce•,. 
I he Department also has a major rcsponsibtl1t\ 
for Amcrrean lndtan rc~er\.ttion communities and 
f,lf petllple \\ho li'e in lslan<l ·1 erritoncs undet 
lJ .S .• 1d ministrJtton. 
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At the southern end of the Blue Ridge Parkway 
lies Great Smoky Mountains National Park, a 
rugged, heavily forested wilderness complemented 
by touches of pastoral beauty. To the north of 
the Parkway is Shenandoah National Park, a 
more gentle portion of the Blue Ridge now 
returning to wilderness following agricultural use. 

In these brief descriptions of special features 
along the Parkway, mileposts are used as 
reference marks beginning with Mile 0 on the 
north end, where the parkway joins Skyline 
Drive in Shenandoah National Park. 

Mile Special Places to Stop 

451.2 Waterrock Knob. Exhibits. Comfort station. 
loop trail to Knob and dramatic 360° view of 
Southern H ighlands. Superb panorama of 
Great Smoky Mountains. 

458.2 Heintooga Ridge spur road to Balsam Mountain; 
campground and picnic area (in Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park) 7.3 miles. Mile High 
overlook, 1.3 miles. 

461.9 Exhibit tells of Big Wilch. Cherokee eagle killer 
469 Terminus of Blue Ridge Park\\a} 

PARKWAY ON RICHLAl'D BALSAM, MILE 43 J.4 
The parkway skirts p)ramidal Mo11111 Pisgah (el. 5,721) and 

wars a mile high across the Baha111s and Plott Balsam.<. 
Range upon range, tire mo11n1ai11s srretch to the horizon. 

Mlle 

401.6 

417 

422.4 

431 

Special Places to Stop 

Mount Pisgah. Campground, picnic area, trails. 
Inn, restaurant, gas. Mount Pisgah was part of 
the 100,000-acre estate bought in the late 
1800's by George W. Vanderbilt. The first for-
estry school in America was established on the 
estate. A large part of the woodland, the first 
large tract of managed forest in this country, 
became the nucleus of Pisgah National Forest. 

Looking Glass Rock, a large granite mountain. 

Devils Courthouse. Trail from parking area to 
the "courthouse," a rock summit affording a 
360° view across the mountains of North Caro-
lina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee 

Self-guiding trail through Canadian-type, spruce-
fir forests on Richland Balsam. 

@ 

~ 

TWIN TUNNELS, MILE 344.5 
Tire motmtains reach their greate;/ height at Mo1111t Afi1-

cl1ell in the Black 1\lfo11ma11u. Tire once mag11ifice111 dark 
green forest of Fraser fir is d}•ing, victim of the wool/1• aplud. 
The rree' gil'e tire Rlack< the1r name. 

Mile 
320.7 

331 
339 

342.2 

355.4 

363.4 
to 
369.6 

Special Places to Stop 
Chestoa Short walk to view from chtT of Hump-
back Mountain. Table Rock is conspicuous. 
\1useum of North Carolina l\lineraJ,. 
Crabtree \1eadov.;,, Campgrounds, Crabtree 
Falls. gas. re.,taurant (Mile .139 . .'i ). Picnic area 
( 1\1 ile 340. 3 ) . 
The Blacl,, \lountains dominate the horiwn. 
\1ount Mitchell (el. 6.684) is highest in the East 
N.C. 128 to 1\lount \titchell State Park. Camp-
ground,, trails, picnic area lookout tm1er. 
Craggy Gardens. Outstanding purple rhododen 
<lron mid-June. Trail to Cragg} Pinnacle (!\tile 
364. I ) . V1s1tor center. self-guiding tr<iil ( J\1 ile 
~64.6). Road to picnic area. trails (.\.file 367.6) . 

THE FOREST, LINVILLE FALLS, Mllf. 316.3 
The parkll'a)' .fkirtr the 11101111/ain resort area of Norrh 

Caiol11w a11d skips 111 and 0111 of Pisgah National Fores! 
from Gra11dja1her Mountain (el. 5,9.~9) 10 Grea1 Smok\' 
.'11011111ai11s. 

Mile Special Places to Stop 
285.1 Daniel Boone's Wilderne'>s Road ~rossc.., here. 
292.7 
to 
295 
295.1 
to 
298 
308.3 

~ 316.3 

\lo'e' H. Cone Memorial Park. ,, miles of 
horse and carriage trails: two lakes. Par~ way 
Craft Center (Mile 294). 
J uh.in Price Memorial Par~. 2-mile Green Knoh 
loop trail from Sims Pond. Lake and camp· 
grounds (Mile 297 I J. Picnic area (Mile 296.6) 
Flat Rod Trail to superb view of Grandfather 
\lountain and l inville Valley. 
l.im11le I-alb. in a dramatic and rugged setting. 
\\as donated h) John D. RocJ..:cfeller. Jr. Camp· 
grounds. Trail to overlook.. of fall, and gorge. 
Picnic area ( 1\1 ile 316.5 l. 

~ 
~ 
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RHODODENDRON AT ALLIGATOR BACK, MlLL 242.6 
Entering Norlh Carolina, yo11 will find the mountain co1111-

tr.v higher and more sparsely sellled. Rolling h/uegras.• pa!;-
111res terminate in precipl/ous bluffs. Rhododendron bloom., 
through Doughton Park in Parly June . 
Mile Special Places to Stop 
218.6 Fox Hunters Paradise. I 0-minute trail to Para-

dise. where old-tune hunters listened to the hay-
ing of their hounds in the valley below. 

238.5 
to 
244.7 

258.6 
260.6 

264.4 
272 

Doughton Park. Weaving demon,tratcd on old 
loom al Brinegar Cabin. Campground. picnic 
area. hil,,ing trails. fishing. Restaurant. gas. Bluffs 
lodge Hlulh Ridge road and trail t(1 shelter (>n 
Bluff Mountain. Wildcat Roel-\ (\tile 241.1 l. 
Northwest 1 rading Post, a country store. 
J ump1n-Off Rods. Short woodh1nd trail to mer-
look on sheer roe~ cl ills above a forested valley. 
The Lump S\\eeping vie\.\ of forested foothills. 
E. B. Jeffress Park. Self-guiding trail to Cas-
cades. Picnic area. 

MABRY Mill, Ml! 1- 176. I 
Blue Ridge Parkway P""'"' through a region rich in the 

folk. hi.\ton· of rite late 1700's, .... 11e11 th" Blue Ridge marked 
the edi:e of tire western frontier. l.oi: cahmJ, farm b11ildi111:s, 
a chwch, and a vi.11mil/ are some 1/te ur11c111re< prt>•Pn ed 
m el'idencP• of the pioneer pall. 

Mile 
176.1 

188.8 

189.8 

~ 217.5 

Special Places to Stop 
l\labry :\1ill. Visitor center, self-guiding trail 
ft:;Jtures old-time mountain industry: wate1 -
po\\-ered mill and blacksmith shop in opeiation: 
restaurant. 
Groundho!! Mountain Picnic grounds. Examples 
of rail fences-,na~e. posl and rail. and buck. 
PucJ..ett Cabin Horne of \1rs. Orlean Hawks 
Puckett from 1865 until her death in 19'.19 at 
the age of I 02 years. A busy m1d\\-ife. she i' 
credited '~1th b1 inging more than a thousand 
hab1e~ into the world None of her own 24 
children lived past infanq. 
( umberland Knoh. Picnic area. trails . 

~ 
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PARK~AY NEAR ADNEY GAP, MILE J 36 
rm 150 1111/.,, ~0111h of Roanoke, Va., the Blue Ridge i~ a 

l11~h rolli11g plall'a11 which break5 sharply 011 1/re east. 

Mile 
120.4 

129.6 

154.5 

165 

167 
to 
174 

Special Places to Stop 
Roanoke Mountain. Campground 1.3 miles on 
spur road to Mill Mountain, trails: Mill Moun-
tain, a Roanoke City Park, 3 miles. Roanoke 
Mountain (Mile 120.3), one-way road around 
mountain, 3.7 miles long, steep grades, no towed 
vehicles, impressive views from summit. 
Roanoke Valley. The city you see is Roanoke, 
largest along the parkway. 
'>mart View Picnic area. trails. The one-room 
Trail C'<ibin built in the 1890\ faces a ··right 
'mart v1ev. ·· I inc dogwood bloom early l\1a). 
Shading from ycll01r. to deep red. flame azalea 
hlooms mid- \1ay throughout 1he plateau section 
Rocky Knob Campgrounds ( \1ile 167 J "Jature 
trail from The Saddle ( \1ile 168) . Picnic area. 
tiaib. gas ( \1ile 169) . Homekeeping cabins 
t Jl.lile 174) 

@ 

P[AKS or OTILR LOOGI:, Mill: 85.6 
Afler crossing the Jame1 Rirer, tire parkwa}• a1ce11d.1 3,286 

fen in 13 mile• 10 11 5 higheit elem/um 111 Viri:inm, 3,950 feel. 
Mile Special Places to Stop 
71 Petit Gap. Road to Cave Mountain Lake (7 

miles) in Jefferson National Forest. Swimming. 
picnicking, camping. 

74.7 

79.7 

83.4 

84 
to 
87 

114.9 

I hunder Ridge. 8-minute trail to superb view of 
Arnold Valle}. The slopes are purple \1-ith 
rhododendron in early June 
Onion Mountain. Shalt loop trail through 
rhododendron and mountain-laurel. Fine bloom 
in early June. 

Fallingwater. Loop trail along Fallingwater 
cascades, 1.5 miles. 
Peab of Otter. I odge. restaurant (.Mile 85 6). 
A forest plant-animal community 1s the theme of 
nh1b1ts at the visitor center (\file 86) and 
self-guiding trail. Gas. road to campgrounds. 
picnic area, bus station. hiking trails. 
Twenty-minute walk to overlook: above Roanoke 
River gorge. 

@) 
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WHLISroNf. RIDGE l'R0\1 PARKW\Y, MU F 28 
71r<' par/.."11.1 l<'indJ in a11d 0111 of (,eorge Wa.fhin!(IOn l\la-

ti:mal Tore11 from /'.11/e 0 lo Jame.1 Rfrer. So111h of the 
""' ' to Rvt111ok.e, ii i> in Je[ler.11m National T Ole!/ Ir cro11e1 
Oller Creek 11111e 11111e., he1wee11 ,"'1ile 56.6 and JamP.< Ril'l'r, 
mu/ at ,\file ll.L? drops ro its lowest e/era/1011, 6494 feet. 

Mile 
16 

29 

34.4 

58 
to 
63.6 

Special Places to Stop 
Ya 814 to Sherando Lake 14.'i miles) 1n George 
Washington National Forest. Swimming. pic-
nicking, camping. 
Whetstone Ridge. Restaurant and ga~. 

'r ankec Horse. Reconstructed spur of logging 
railroad. Delightful short \1-alk through wood~ 
alongside Wigwam Creek to Wigwam Falls. 

Otter Creek. Campground, restaurant, gas, (Mile 
60 8) Otter lake ( ~lile 63. I), fishing. trail. 
Visitor center ( 1\1 ilc 63.6) telb of James River 
and J....anav.ha Canal: footbridge across Jame., 
Ri,er to restored canal lod: self-guiding trail 
from v1s1tu1 cente1 along hank' nf the Jame,, 

Hit MOl.JNTAIN F~RM CABIN, Mil L 5.8 
At the northern e11d of Blue Ridge />ark.war i1 She11a11doa/J 

.Va1irmal !'ark, 75 miles /uni: a11d from :! 10 13 111ile1 wide. 
Jr:; 111o;t c<'lehrated featurel are 111111111tai11 1/ope< of 111.1/r 
hea11t) and a si1C·ce.uio11 of panoranuH from Skyline Drh·e, 
><·hich 1.1 105 1t11les /011!( and comwct.• with the parkll'a} at 
Rockfi1h Gap. 

Mile 

s 
to 
9.3 

Special Places to Stop 
Humpbac~ Rocks. Self-guiding trail through 
reconstrncted mountain farm homestead leads 
from W>itor center (\tile 5.8 ). Hiking trail from 
par~ing area at l\lile 6.1 leads three-quarter., of 
..i milt: to The Rocks. whose humped appearance 
gives the area 1ts name Picnic area t \lile 8.4) 
Clreenstone self-gu1d1ng trail ( l\1ile 8.8) offers 
,rn intere,ting walk Stone fence-. are remnants 
of hog· \\.all~ built in earl} 1800·, to control 
\\anderings of half-,, ild hog,. 

10.7 Ravem Roo\t. Ton v \lountain and '>ht:nandoah 
Valley to the we't · 
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